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FOREWORD

This is the first report summarising the activities carried
out by scientists in the recently constituted Solid State Physics
Division at BARC covering the period from July,1990 to
December,1991.

The main thrust of the research activities of the Division
relates to experimental investigations of a variety of materials
using microscopic scattering techniques like neutron scattering,
light scattering, x-ray diffraction and related other techniques
like 4cssbauer Spectroscopy, calorimetry, nuclear magnetic
resonance etc. During the period under review, a large number of
high r̂ . superconductors, proteins and enzyme derivatives,
micellar systems, model membranes and other complex systems have
been investigated to understand their basic structural and
dynamical aspects. As a result, the structure-property
correlations are better appreciated, whether they relate to drug-
membrens interactions or biological functions of enzymes or
nature of superconductivity etc.

Instrumentation activity related to Dhruva reactor utilisation
for N=vitron Beam Research has been the responsibility of
scientists of this Division solely. It is gratifying to record
that, et the time of writing this Foreword, six neutron
spectrometers devoted to various aspects of neutron scattering
â -« operating in the Dhruva reactor hall, one of the neutron
guides is installed and another one nearing completion. Some of
the experiments discussed in this report, like the polarisation
analysis study from magnetic materials or determination of phonon
density of states in polycrystalline materials have become
possible only now because of the appreciable throughput of the
neutron spectrometers at Dhruva reactor. The dedicated efforts of
the scientists involved in the design and development of various
facilities for neutron beam research are becoming fruitful.

An indigeneously developed triple monochromator based optical
multichannel system has been commissioned for advanced Raman
scattering experiments during this period. The Division has
rscentlv acquired a helium liquifier and a SQUID magnetometer. It
is hoped that with these facilities there will be further thrust
to new activities.

The Division has been collaborating with the Inter University
Consortium for DAE Facilities (IUC-DAEF) for utilisation of
Dhruva reactor for neutron beam research for the past two to
three years. Two Workshops were held during this period on
*Neutrons as Probes of Condensed Matter', one at the University
of Goi, Goa and another at Indian Institute of Technology,
Madras. Scientists from the Division gave a series of lectures in

(i)



these Workshops and subsequently took part in experimental
projects at Ohruva reactor to train researchers from the
Universities and other institutions interested in these
activities. Out of nearly 30 proposals received subsequently by
IUC-DAEF, nearly 20 proposals were accepted by the Program
Evaluation Committee of IUC-DAEF & BARC and funded for support.
This report covers a few of the results of investigations already
carried out by the University researchers within this
collaborational umbrella.

An important event during this period is the holding of an
International Conference on Neutron Scattering'91 in January,1991
at Trombay. This Conference, sponsored entirely by the Department
of Atomic Energy, was attended by nearly 200 scientists including
about 50 participants from overseas. The Proceedings of this
Conference were edited by the scientists of the Division and
published as a special publication of Physica B by Elsevier
Publishers in a remarkably short time of six months from the date
of the Conference.

Another important activity relates to the export of a general
purpose Triple Axis Neutron Spectrometer with a PC based on-line
control cum data acqusition system designed and developed by the
Division in collaboration with the Central Workshops, NPD
Workshop, Keltron and ECIL. This equipment has since been
shipped to Bangladesh under a purchase contract order from the
International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna. The Division is
currently engaged in installing and commissioning this instrument
at the research reactor at Savar, Dhaka.

K.R. Rao
Head, Solid State Physics Division

(ii)
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Al NEUTRON DIFFRACTION FROM CRYSTALS

11B3TRON STRUCTURAL STUDIES OF HIGH-Te MMBRIALS

"h= thrust activity on structural characterisation of high
temperature superconductors (HTSC) was continued using the
neutron Rietveld refinement technique. Our investigations of a
variety of HTSC materials have brought out certain novel struc-
tural features regarding the nature of the cationic disorder,
cation vacancies, oxygen ordering and oxygen dimerisation effects
in thoss materials. They have also indicated certain correlations
between structure and stability, as well as helped in improving
the p-ocess conditions of syntheses. Some highlights of the in-
vestigations carried out during the reported period are outlined
below.

1. »tability of. four-year old j
(A. Sugaeira, H. Rajagopal, p.v.P.STS.
R.M.Iyer an

ra, j g p ,
and B.A. Dasannacharya)

ry , J.V.Yakhmi ,

"ha superconducting behaviour of YBa2Cu307_x is known to be
sensitive to its oxygen content and ordering. There has been con-
cern in literature about the long term stability of 90K-YBCO
structure due to the likely oxygen disordering effects and their
influon^e on the superconducting characteristics, particularly in
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the context of its use for practical applications. We had pre-
viously demonstrated that structural degradation of YBCO could be
arrested for limited periods, if the samples were kept sealed
from exposure to ambient atmosphere. Presently, we have
investigated the structure of a YBCO sample kept sealed in a
quartz ampoule for over four years. The profile fitted neutron
diffraction patterns for the four-year old sample (a) and a
freshly prepared sample (b) are compared in Fig. 1. The very low
R-values (1.43% for (a) and 1.88% for (b)) and relatively clean
difference patterns (Fig.l, bottom) for both the samples indicate
the consistent quality of the samples and the absence of any
phase separation upon aging. The refinement indicated essentially
identical line-width and structural parameters for the fresh and
the four year aged samples. However, a 0.25% increase in cell
volume and a small reduction in the total oxygen content (from
6.94 to 6.84) upon aging was noticeable. There was no evidence
for any oxygen occupancy at the O5(l/2,0,0) site, and hence for
oxygen disordering effects.

Chemistry Division

2. Structure pf ambient pressure synthesized YBa2Cu40o
(A. Sequeira, H. Rajagopal, I.K. Gopalakrishnan*7 J".v% Yakhmi
and R.M. Iyer }

(cs 27.16)

With its unique double chain structure,
YBa 2Cu 4O 8 (Tp ^ 80K) is believed to
have a more stable oxygen stoichiome-
try and better resistance to twinning
and defects. Reported structural inv-
estigations of this system were carr-
ied out on compounds synthesized at
high oxygen pressure (pO2 > 400 bar).
Presently , we have investigated the
structure of a ambient pressure synt-
hesized 124-compound (Tc = 78KJ
which brings out some interesting
structural features. The refined str-
ucture (Airunm,a=3.828 A°,b = 3.857 A°,
C = 27.155 A°, R p = 0.020) shown in
Fig. 2 shows that

a) The linear chain oxygen sites,O(l),
show 91% occupancy while the corresp-
onding sites (1/2,0,0.2) in tha tran-
sverse direction show nil occupancy.
The refined occupancy factors yield a
total oxygen content of 7.74 per for-
mula unit. The O(l)-Cu(l)-O(l) angle
in the chains is distorted to 163°
causing chain-puckering and short

Fig. 2



contacts (2.53 A°) between neighbouring O(l) ions in the double
chain:;.
b) the Ba-sites are apparently vacant to the extent of
14%,although the 0(4) sites in the Ba-plane are fully occupied.

c) the bridging Cu(l)-O(4) and Cu(2)-O(4) bond lengths (1.817 A°
and 2.212 A°) are significantly shortened.

d) the bond valance of 2.22 for planar Cu(2) is close to that ob-
served in the 90K YBCO-phase, while that of the chain Cu(l) is
significantly lower at 2.06.

The study indicates that difficulty in synthesizing 124-
structure at ambient pressure must be essentially due to short
contacts between neighbouring oxygens in the double chains which
could be overcome, by applying high oxygen pressure during
synthesis. However, the additional puckering of Cu(l)-0(l) double
layers: in compounds prepared at ambient pressure is responsible
for the shortening of the bridging Cu(l)-0(4)-Cu(4) bonds which
perhaps play a crucial role in the charge transfer and carrier
generation mechanism.

Chemistry Division

3. Neutron diffraction study of (1212) single layer Thallium
cuprates.(A. Sequeira, H.Rajagopal, A.K. Ganguly and
C.N.R.Rao )

ii-79-1!

—b=(a)
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The structures of the substituted single layer oxides,
TlSr2Ca1_~LnxCu2Ov<Ln-Yb,Hd)f Tl 0 «Pb0 gSrjCaCUjOy and
TlBa2Ca0 5^0 5CU2O.; (samples from z.l.fte.. Bangalore) lAve been
investigated by 'neutron profile refinement. The refined
structures indicate that Pb substitutes at Tl-sites as Pb* ,
while Y 3 + and Nd3 substitute Ca-sites. The refined structures of
Pb and Y - substituted compound shown in Fig. 3, indicate a large
increase in the intersheet Cu-Cu separation and significant
shortening of the Cu-0 bond lengths in the Pb-substituted
compound relative to the Y-substituted one. Both Cu-O and Tl-O
bond distances are observed to vary sensitively with T c.

* Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore

4. structure and stability of f2223)-Thallium cuprate with T- of
130K (A. Sequeira, H. Rajagopal, G.H.Phatak , J.V.Yakhmi and*
R.M.Iyer )

It has been observed that Tl-2223 compounds synthesized with
starting (nominal) compositions close to 1223 generally yield
much higher T c values. Our neutron structural study of a Tl-1223
(nominal) compound with T c (0) « 130K shows that it indeed forms
the 2223-structure with about 50% vacant Tl- and Ca- sites. This
leads to significant distortions in the square pyramidal Cu-
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coordination as rfhown in Fig. 4. The structure, however, is found
to be rather unstable leading to pronounced deterioration of the
observed neutron diffraction pattern within a period of 30 days,
as shown in Fig. 4.

* Chemistry Division

5. Study fif (2212)-bismuth cuprates (A.Sequeira, H. Rajagopal,
P.V.P.S.S.Sastry", J.V. Yakhmi" and R.M.Iyer )

The average structures of a large number of (2212)-bismith
cuprates have been investigated at Troabay using the neutron
Rietveld refinement technique. Some critical parameters in some

Fig. 5



of the compounds investigated are given in Table I. These inves-
tigations reveal the following novel structural features:

1) The Bi-layer couposition in (2212)-Bi cuprates is more like
Biv°i+x

 w l t n values of x (0.2 < x < 1.0) and y (< 1.0) depending
on the nominal composition and the method of synthesis.

ii) The oxygen content can be reduced by depleting the Bi in the
nominal composition or by annealing in depleted oxygen pressure
(p02) which in turn induces vacancies at the Bi-sites.

T A B L E T

SOME CRITICAL STRUCTURAL. PARAMETERS IN (2212)-BISMUTH CUPRATES
DEDUCED FROM NEUTRON RIETVELD REFINEMENT

COMPOSITION
(Cationic-nominal)

(1") Bi2 'Sr2CaCuz0, . ,
( a i r annealed)

(2) Bi, , S r , BCaCu2

(3)*Bi2Sr2CaCu20, „

(4)*Bi, ,«Pb0 ,Sr 2Ca
Cu2 08 . „

(5) Bi, 6Pb0 <Sr2Ca
cu 2 o , .T

( 6 ) BijjCajj Sir, Cu2

( 7 ) B i j C a j . o Y , . . - ,
C u 2 0 1 0 . ,

(8) Bi^SrjCao^Y,,.,

Tc
(K)

81

84

88

89

93

70

65

26

Cu-
val

2.01

2.07

2.18

2.25

2.27

2.42

2.60

2.44

Cu-O(3)
(A0)

2.48

2.39

2.28

2.47

2.48

1.99

2.09

2.03

Bi-O(3)
<A°)

2.16

2.10

2.19

1.97

2.07

2.44

2.47

2.67

Oxy*/Rock
salt-site

1.6B

1.28

1.42

1 . 2

1.36

1 . 9

2 . 0

2 . 0

Bi-site
Occupancy

1 . 0

0 . 9

0.89

1 . 0

1.0

0.73

0.69

0.68

* Vacuum annealed
+ in Bi-layer



iii) The oxygen in Bi-layers is distributed over short-contact
sites (on and off 'the mirror plane in Asoaa) as, for example,
shown in Fig. 5 for the structure of Bi^ gPb0 4SroCaCu2Og 7.
These oxygens have anomalously large B - values 'reflecting the
spatial disorder around their mean positions.

iv) Partial substitution of Ca by Y increases the oxygen content
anomalously, while substitution of Bi by Pb depletes the oxygen
even though the Bi-sites bond valence suggests Pb is substituting
in +4 ionic state.

v) The extra-excess oxygen intake is also accompanied by induc-
tion of vacancies at Bi-sites, with some of the Bi-ions getting
scrambled over Ca/Br-sites depending on the composition.

vi) There are significant correlations between the Tc, the Cu
valence which is sensitive to oxygen content and the Bi-site oc-
cupancy, which together control the position of the bridging
oxygen ,0(3) as indicated in Table I. Cu-valence is also in-
fluenced by shortening of the basal Cu-0 bonds in Pb-substituted
compounds and by formation of oxygen dimers in ,CuO2 layers in Y-
substituted compounds.

In short, our studies on a variety of (2212)-bismuth
cuprates indicate that these oxides contain extra-excess oxygen
in the form of oxygen-dimers which could act as effective charge
reservoirs or hole traps.

* Chemistry Division

6. Structure of (22231 -bismuth cuprate. Xfii/PkL? $r^Ca.»Cu3O..
(A. Sequeira, H. Rajagopal, P.V.P.S.S. Sastry , J.v\YakhffiV̂  and
R.M. Iyer )

The highest-Tc (2223)-phase bismuth cuprate is reportedly
difficult to synthesize in pure form. However, partial substitu-
tion (<20%) of Pb for Bi is known to stabilise the synthesis of
this (2223) phase and also enhance its Tc. He have investigated
the structural features of a Pb-stabilised (2223) phase,
(Bin 7Pb0 3)Sr,Ca2Cu3Ov having a Tc(0) of 110K, using the neutron
Rietveld technique. The refined structure (Amaa, a = S.399 A°, b=
5.413 A°, c = 37.13 A) reveals that contrary to general
expectations, Pb-substitutes at Ca-sites in this structure. The
profile fitted pattern is shown in Fig. 6 and the refined
structure in Fig. 7. The CuO5 square pyramids with both left and
right tilting of the basal Cu-0 bonds, are disordered as
indicated in Fig.7 . The bonds are tilted so much as to take the
basal oxygens almost down to the Ca-layers. this bridging the
pyramidal and the square planar Cu-layers. This may perhaps have
a crucial role on the observed enhancement in Tc.
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7. Structure of (22011 - bismuth euprates
(A. Segueira, H.Kajagopal, P.V.P.S.S. Sastry , J.V.Yakhmi and
R.M. Iyer )

Pure (2201) phase Bi2Sr2Cu06+J£ is known to have a low Tc
and is rather difficult to synthesize in pure font. Partial sub-
stitution of Sr by trivalent ions like La3+ reportedly enables
easier synthesis as well as improves the Tc—value. However, no
neutron studies of this system have been reported. We have
presently initiated neutron work on the structural characterisa-
tion of Bi2Sr2.vIiaxCu0y system. Preliminary studies suggest that
the structure of pure compound Bi2Sr2Cu0y (Tc - 10K) is highly
inhomogenous with over 20% vacancies at xhe Sr- and Cu- sites,
10% vacancies at Bi- sites and oxygen disordered over sites
displaced out of the BiO- layers. The La- substituted compound (x
= 0.2, Tc » 18K) on the other hand does not show significant
cation vacancies, except at Sr- sites, and the oxygens of the
BiO- layer show disorder in the plane of the BiO- layers.

* Chemistry Division

(O

Fig. 8
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superconductor.8. Structure of
(H.Rajagopal, A.Sequeira, R.A.Gunasekaran11
J.V. Yakhmi and R.M.Iyer )

akrishnan

Simultaneous replacement of V and Ba by Ca and La in th«
(123)-YBCO phase is reported to lead to the formation of
tetragonal bulk superconductor CaBaLaCu3O7 with Tc - 75K. Our
neutron Rietveld analyses of the detailed structure of a (1113)-
compound, Co, 1BaLaCu3o7_x (Tc * 71X) shows that it has an or-
thorhonbic structure (Pmmm) similar to that of YBa2Cu3O7# with
cell parameters: a « 3.886 A°, c » 11.660 A°. The corresponding
Y- sites are occupied by La- and Ca- ions in 0.31 : 0.69 propor-
tion, while the Ba- sites are occupied by Ba, La and Ca- ions, in
the proportion 0.50:0.14:0.36.

* Chemistry Division

Low Temperature (LT) structural Phases of Z>iKsO4
(H. Rajagopal, Victor Jaya, A. Sequeira and R. Chidambaram)

The structure of LT phases of LiKSO4 has been controversial

(n)
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and somewhat intriguing. Our earlier single crystal neutron study
had proposed the .transition scheme P63 -> P31C -»> Cc( beta - 90)
in the temperature range 300K to 180K, whereas some recent X-ray
studies have proposed the scheme P63 -> P63mc -» P63. The
structure refinement of the P31C and Cc phases using single
crystal data was complicated by the coexistence of mixed phases
and presence of extensive twinning and domain misorientation
effects. Powder samples with much faster kinetics leading to
completion of transformation are well suited for structure
refinement using the Bietveld technique. Presently, we have
carried out structure analyses of the four LT temperature Phases
in the range 300K to 100K, using neutron Rietveld refinement. The
results confirm the transition scheme P63 -» P31C -» Cc proposed
earlier from our lab and rule out the scheme reported by X-ray
studies. Present study also shows that monoclinic Cc symmetry
persists down to 100K with beta changing to 89°. Figs. 8 and 9
shows views of the structure along [001] and [110]H at RT(a),
200K (b), 182K(c) and 100K(d) respectively.

HEOTRON DIFFRACTION ST0DY OF FERROELECTRIC Ba>88Ca . g ^
( P.S.R.Krishna, Dhananjai Pandey , R.Chakravarthy, V.S.Tiwan
and B.A. Dasannacharya)

Recently it has been shown /I/ that the nature of
ferroelectric phase transition in mixed system depends on the
procedure adopted for the synthesis of the ceramics. In view of
this Ban ooCa0 loTiO, powders were prepared via solid state ther-
mochemical reactions at 1150 c for 18 hrs in mixtures of (i)
BaCO,, CaCO, and TiO2 (dry route) and (ii) Ba0#88Ca0 i2CO3 and
TiO, (semi-wet route) where the precursor carbonate solid
solution Ba0 8 8Ca 0 1 2CO 3 was prepared by chemical co-
precipitation from aqueous solutions of BaCl2 and CaCl2.

Room temperature neutron diffraction measurements in the
twotheta range from 10 to 106 degrees were carried out using
position sensitive detector based neutron diffractometer. SW
sample was contained in a silica tube for the measurement of

10 IS 20 2S 30 55 (0 « 50 ii CO S5 70 75 go <J 99 95 ICO I0S
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thermo-diffractograms. Since the reflections (004) and (400)
were reasonably resolved the temperature dependence of these
peaks was studied upto 260 C.

Room temperature data (Fig 1.) for both the samples were
analysed by Rietveld profile refinement method. The results of
the refinement are summarised in Table X. From the site

(tirflnad structural pMrmnmtmm for Su aampl* and 0 taepl* obtained
from prof i t * analynia of neutron data. Itt* scattering lengths uaed
lor Oa.Ca.Tl and 0 »»r. 3.23,4. IB.-3.43B and 3.DBS <(• raapaetlvaly
^tid tho epaca group used Mao Pam«. »{i« ) reprcaant* tewperatura
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occupancies it is found that 33 atomic percent of Ca ions replace
Ti ions in the dry sample whereas all of the Ca goes exclusively
to Ba site in semi-wet sample.

The fitted profiles corresponding to temperature evolution
are shown in Fig. 2. Beyond 200 C the data fitted with one
gaussian only, indicating transition into cubic phase.
Temperature dependence of lattice parameters and tetragonality
parameter are shown in Fig. 3. Dielectric constant measured as a
function of temperature on identically prepared SW sample is
depicted in Fig 3a. This has a broad peak extending over the
temperature range of 140 c - 200 c with peak position around
165 C.In pure BaTiO,,dielectric constant shows a sharp
discontinuity at Tc. it is well known that the temperature
corresponding to this discontinuity and the temperature at which
it transforms into cubic phase are nearly the same. It is
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therefore relevant to examine the same for mixed SW sample,
expecting a smooth transition from tetragonal to cubic phase.
Surprisingly, as seen from Fig. 3b & 3c the analysis of the
temperature dependence of (004) and (400) reflections shows
comparatively sharp drop in tetragonality between 200 C and 210
C. Above 210 c the semi-wet sample consists only of the cubic
phase. This indicates that the structural transition continues
to be first order, even though the dielectric constant exhibits

0 20 £0 60 60 -.00

Channel No.

Fig. 2 Fig. 3
a diffuse peak. The temperature (To) at which the tetragonal
phase completely disappears is nearly 40 C higher than the
temperature (Tc) at which the real part of dielectric constant
peaks.

School of Materials Science and Technology, BHU.

/I / V.S.Tiwari, Dhananjai Pandey and Paul Groves, J.Phys. D:Appl.
Phys. 22 (1989) 837.
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A2 NEUTRON SCATTERING FROM MICELLES, LIQUIDS AND OTHER SYSTEMS

FORM FACTORS FOR DIFFERENT SHAPES OF MICELLAR CHAINS*
(P.S, Goyal, K.Srinivasa Rao, B.A.Dasannacharya and V.K.Kelkar+)

Spherical micelles in ionic tnicellar solutions often ag-
gregate on addition of a salt to the solution. In general,
micelles may either rearrange themselves to form cylindrical
micelles or they may join together to form a chain (like
necklace) of spheres. The chains could be straight or folded as
shown in Fig. 1.

In an earlier work, we had calculated the angular distribu-
tion of scattered neutrons for CTAB solutions and shown that a
straight chain of CTAB micelles can be easily distinguished from
a cylindrical micelle using the technique of small angle neutron
scattering (SANS) /I/. We have now calculated SANS distributions
for the case of folded chains. The calculations have been done
for (a) Straight chain, (b) circular chain, (c) chains having
several U-shaped folds and (d) a Gaussian (Debye) chain /2/.
Results are «shown in Fig. 2. We find that large Q data can be

(a) Straight Choin CK = t2)

Ring Type cham(K =

(c) FOLDED CHAIN (K = 2 7 ;

CTAB (0.002 M)

CYLINDER

STRAIGHT CHAIN

RING TYPE CHAIN

- DEGYE CHAIN

K = 1 5

0.08
Q(A )

Fig.l Fig. 2
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used to distinguish between a chain and a cylinder, irrespective
of the shape of the chain. In general it will be, however, dif-
ficult to get the detailed shape of the chain.

+ Chemistry Division

/I/ P.s. Goyal, K.S. Rao, B.A. Oasannacharya and V.K. Kelkar,
Prantana - J. Phys. 35 557 (1990)

/2/ P. Debye, J. Phys. Coll. Chem. 51 18 (1947)

SHAPES AND SIZES OF MICELLES IN CTAB SOLUTIONS*
(P.S. Goyal, B.A. Dasannacharya, V.K. Kelkar+, c. Manohar+,
K.Srinivasa Rao and B.S. Valaulikar+)

The shapes and sizes of CTAB micelles in solutions of
cetyltrimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB) as a function of CTAB
concentration has been studied using small angle neutron
scattering. The effect of addition of sodium salicylate (NaSal)
and the temperature on size of micelle has also been

C M CTAB IH 0,0

I • 30'C

Fig.l
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investigated. The data have been analysed using a procedure
similar to that used by Berr /I/. Fig. 1 shows typical measured
distributions along with the fitted curves. These studies show
that micelles are ellipsoidal. The value (A - 26.5 A°) of minor
axis is same under all experimental conditions. The major axis B,
however, increases with increase in CTAB concentration or with
addition of NaSal. The values of major axis B, fractional charge
a and the aggregation number N are given in Table I for
different experimental conditions.

Table I

C(M)

0.1
0.22
0.32
0.40

0.1
0.1
0.1

0.1
0.1
0.1

X(M)

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.01
0.02
0.025

0.02
0.02
0.02

T°C

30
30
30
30

30
30
30

35
42
53

N

175
280
302
324

289
410
548

331
233
160

a

0.22
0.14
0.12
0.14

0.07
0.09
G.10

0.09
0.06
0.08

B(A°)

47.2
71.4
76.6
81.8

73.6
101.9
133.9

83.5
60.8
43.8

B/A

X.78
2.69
2.89
3.09

2.78
3.84
5.05

3.15
2.29
1.65

C ~ CTAB concentration, X « NaSal Cone.

+ Chemistry Division

/I/ S.S. Berr, J.Phys. Chem. 91, 4760 (1987)

**SANS FROM SOLUTIONS OF CTAB AND OCTYUHINE
(K. Srinivasa Rao, p.s. Goyal, H.N. Singh and D. Prasad )

Micellar solutions of ce^yltrimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB)
show large changes in their viscosity on addition of amines such
as octylamine (C8 NH2) /I/. The shape and size of CTAB micelles
in above solutions have been examined using small angle neutron
scattering at Cirus reactor. These studies showed that B/A of the
ellipsoidal CTAB micelles the 0.1M CTAB solution
increases from 1.21 to 2.66 as the concentration of
increased from 0.0M to 0.06M. Further, it was seen

at 32°C
is

B/A
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decreases from 2.66 to 1.19 whan 0.06M solution in heated from
32°C to 51°C.

* Chemistry Department, Aligarh university, Aligarh
This experiment was a part of collaborative experiment under
the aegis of IUC-DAEF.

/I/ D. Prasad and H.N. Singh, Colloids and Surfaces.

08B Or SAMS FOR CUtACTERXSXXG nKROTtXJIDS**
(P.S. Goyal, X. Srinivasa Rao, R.V. Mehta and R.v. Upadhyay J.

Ferrofluids are stable suspensions of sxngle-doaain magnetic
particles (size ~ 1 0° *°) in a carrier fluid. Aggregation of
particles due to dipole-dipole interactions is in general
prevented by adding surfactant to the fluid, which adheres to the
surface of the particle and forms a non-aagnetic coating. In case
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the magnetic particles aggregate to font large size clusters, the
solution cannot be used as a ferrofluid.

To examine if SANS spectrometer at Cirus can be used to
characterize ferrofluids, we have studied SANS from two ffer-
rofluids namely Fe3O4/H2O and Fe1_x HnyO4 (x - .06) H20. In both
cases, concentration of ferrite was 12* and the surfactant used
was lauric acid. The measured SAN? distributions from the two
solutions are shown in Fig.l. Large signal and a broad distribu-
tion from mixed ferrite suggests that this is a stable fluid
where particle diameter is ̂  200 A°. The fact that Fe3O4/H2O does
not give much signal for Q > .02 A°, suggests that Fe3O4
particles have aggregated in this solution.

* Bhavnagar University, Bhavnagar - 364 002
This experiment was a part of collaborative experiment under
the aegis of IOC-DAEF.

SHALL ANGLE NEUTRON SCATTERING BY ISOVISCODS MICBLLAR
SOLOTIONS ( Vijay Rajagopalan, P.S.Goyal, K.Srinivasa Rao,
B.S.Valaulikar"1" and B.A.Dasannacharya )

Correlation between the viscosity of a so/ution and the
structure of the macromolecule in the solution provides valuable
insight into the nature of polymer and micellar solutions. Cetyl
trimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB) in DjO forms somewhat ellip-
soidal micelles at a concentration of lOOmM. The micelles grow
bigger in size (length) when KBr or Sodium salicylate (NaSal) are
added to the solution with a concomitant increase in viscosity.
We have studied neutron small angle scattering from isoviscous
solutions (D20 + lOOmM CTAB + 25mM NaSal) and (D2O + lOOmM CTAB +
80mM KBr). Measurements were r.ade in the wave vector transfer (Q)
range of 0.02 to 0.15 A"1 at the CIRUS SANS Spectrometer. We find
that freshly prepared samples at room temperature and measured at
30 +/- 1 C show different diffraction patterns indicating longer
based structures in KBr based solution when compared to NaSal
based solution. It was also seen that volume per monomer in the
CTAB micelle increases on addition of NaSal but decreases on ad-
dition of KBr.

The diffraction patterns from the above solutions show in-
teresting changes if these solutions are cooled below their
Krafft point for definite lengths of time (72 hours) and taken
back to 30 c. This can be seen in Fig 1. We note that NaSal solu-
tion shows a small reduction in intensity at all Q values and
"KBr" solution picked up intensity. Most surprisingly the two
patterns became identical. This shows that the above solutions
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have two stable configurations at 30 C, depending on their tem-
perature history.

+ Chemistry Division

TDNIKG OF XNTER-MZCELLAR POTBMTIAI. THROUGH ADSORBED
MOLECULES (c.Manohar+,V.K.Kelkar ,B.K.Mishra ,K.Srinivasa Rao,
P.S.Goyal and B.A.Dasannacharya)

It is well known that non-ionic surfactant forms micelles
which undergo phase transition as the solution is heated
(lower consolute point) from one phase to two phases. The
potential responsible for phase separation is the short-range
van der Waal interaction between the hydrophilic tails of the
micelles. The phase transition temperature can be lowered or
raised by adsorbing some polarizable molecules on the surface
of the micelle like salicylic acid(SA). This molecule polarises
the micelle surface (thereby affecting Van der Waal
interaction) and also introduces Coulomb interaction by
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ionising. The strength of interaction can be altered by
changing the PH of solution there by changing the ratio of SA in
its neutral and charged forms. To study inter-»icellar
interaction in the above case, we have carried out SANS
experiments at Cirus spectrometer on TX-100 + SA for
different PH values. The data has been analysed using Mean
Spherical Approximation ( MSA ) theory of liquid state and an
effective potential whose depths depends upon PH of the solution.
The potential depth parameter (shown as circle in Fig.l) is
found to have same functional variation with PH as T c (shown as
dashed line ) for this solution.
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+ Chemistry Division

PERTURBATXVE SOLUTION OF BAXTER'S STICKY HARD-SPHERE MODEL
( S.V.G. Henon+, C.Manohar" and K.Srinivasa Rao)

Baxter's sticky hard sphere model is an ensemble of
particles of diameter ( a ) interacting via a potential of the
form

U(r) oo r < a

In ( 12 r&

0 r > a

r +.A > a > r

where A is the range of the potential and r is called
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the stickiness .parameter which is the field variable driving
the phase separation. The above equation has been solved exactly
by Baxter using PY closure in the limit A —*• 0 and hence u —*• »
at r « a (on the surface) /I/. We have derived a perturbative
solution of the Baxter's factorized Ornstein-Zernicke equation ,
perturbative parameter being a / ( a + ^> ) and retaining only
the linear term . This solution reproduces all the previous
results of Baxter and dispenses with the notion of
infinitely deep potential. The solution is expected to work upto
A. / o » o. 1 . The derived theoretical structure factor have
been compared with M.C simulation results/2/ available for
two different extremely short range square well potential.
Excellent agreement is obtained in both the cases as can be
seen from Figure.
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+ Theoretical Physics Division " Chemistry Division.

/I/ R.J.Baxter, J. Chem. Phys.,49 (1968)2770.
/2/ J.S.Huang et. al. Phys. Rev. Lett.,53 (1984)53.
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SMALL-ANGLE- NEUTRON SCATTEBINO 7R0M TRITON X-100
( K.Srinivasa Rao, P.S.Goyal, B.A.Dasannacharya, S.V.G.Menon ,
V.K.Kelkar", C.Manohar" and B.K.Mishra" )

The non-ionic surfactant forms micelles when
dissolved in H,O/D2O which in turn phase separates into aicelle
rich and poor phases (similar to liquid-gas transition) on
heating at well defined temperature called cloud point
T_. It is reasonably established that potential responsible for
the phase-separation is the local short range van der Waals due
to overlap of the hydrophilic ethylene oxide chains which are
characteristic of non-ionic surfactants . To see the
suitability of three different liquid state theories namely MSA,
RPA & PV. for liquids which are characterised by short range
potential ( z 2 A°) a s compared to nicellar diameter
C~( - 50 A°). SANS data taken on 8%( by weight ) TX-100 solution
(which is the critical concentration) at different
temperature below Tp at CIRUS spectrometer has been used for this
analysis. The fitting parameters are the micelle diameter and
depth of the attractive square-well potential. Both MSA and RPA
yields surface potentials - 15 KBT near the critical temperature
which seems to be rather unpnysical. On the other hand, the
same set of data when analysed using PV approximation (in
conjunction with Baxter's model) gave the strength of the
surface potential of order of 3 KoT which seems to be more
physical from thermodynamic consideration. Hence our data
analysis suggest that PY theory is the best for dealing with
systems in which interaction are short ranged as compared to
particle diameter. The SANS Data on triton X-100 along with
fitting using PY theory is shown in the Figure.

Having established that PV theory is the most
appropriate for dealing with short range potentials , Baxter
model has been applied successfully to interpret SANS,light
scattering and Phase diagram data using the following assumption.
The SANS data which is at 0C ( critical volume fraction), has
been analysed with t, the stickiness parameter in the Baxter
potential as a parameter and it was found that a linear
relation exists between < and T at 0C. Assuming the same
relation to hold good at all volume fraction, the Phase
diagram data has been explained. To test the above
assumption , we have carried out SANS experiments on 8% and 15%
TX-100 solution. The data has been analysed using Baxter model.
The analysis on 8% TX-100 solution indeed yielded a linear
relation between X. and T. The 15% TX-100 solution also gave a
linear relation between t and T but the co-efficient were
different thereby indicating the non-universality of the
dependence of potential depth on temperature. But it was later
realised that micellar solution show universality only on the
lower side ( < 0C of Phase Diagram). So to test the
universality of dependence of the potential depth on
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temperature, probably on* has to do experiments on lower
side of 0C.

• IXPUUUVa

+ Theoretical Physics Division
** Chemistry Division

TRAMS
B.K.Mishra

ITIOM /ROM MOM-IONIC TO IOMIC MICBLLB (V.K,Kelkar+,
,K.Srinivasa Rao, P.S.Goyal and C.Manohar )

The non-ionic nicellar solution undergo a phase separation
on heating at cloud point temperature Tc. It is known that
this temperature is raised when one adds ionic surfactant. To
investigate the structural changes upon this transition from
non-ionic (attractive van der waal dominant solution) micellar
solution to ionic, we have carried out SAMS experiments on 8% Tx-
100 + SDS as a function of SDS concentration and the SANS
profiles are shown in Figure. The building up of a well defined
correlation peak as SDS concentration is increased can be clearly
seen. In order to derive the parameters such as nicellar radius ,
range etc., by analysing the data, we have developed a theory
which would treat the short range attractive potential
rigorously and the screened Coulomb part, introduced by the
addition of ionic surfactant, is treated via Random Phase
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Approximation (RPA). The radius of the micelle remained more or
less constant, whereas the charge is found to be proportional
to SpS concentration for low concentration and it saturates
after a particular SDS concentration, thereby indicating charge
condensation phenomenon.

TRITON X-100 (127mM)

0.00 0.05 0.10

- 0

0.19

+ Chemistry Division
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B MAGNETIC DIFFRACTION AND MAGNETISM

MAGNETIC STRUCT0RE OF DISORDERED Zn0 # 5COJ, g
(R. Chakravarthy. L. Madhav Rao, S.K.^garanjpe, P.S
S.K. Kulshrestha and G. Balakrishnan )

.R.

Our recent neutron diffraction study on Zn^xCOxFeCrO,
(x=0.45, 0.50 and 0.55) showed for the first time experimental
evidence of the Uni-axial Random Ferrimagnet (URF) phase for all
x and for x>0.50 transition from URF phase to the Canted Random
Ferrimagnet (CRF) phase around 20K /I/. The substitution of Fe
by Cr ions on octahedral site is also known to affect the ex-
change interactions significantly. With a view to understanding
the effect of the Cr ion concentration on the magnetic ordering
we have carried out neutron diffraction measurements on
Z"0 5Coo 5F

e2-yCry°4 <y=0-9 a n d 1-1>* Thougl? bulk magnetisation
studies exist yasy a function of concentration of Zn ion /2/,
similar studies as a function of Cr ion concentration do not ex-
ist. We have carried out ac susceptibility and zero field cooJsd
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Fig.l Temperature dependence of the (111) magnetic structure
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(ZFC) and field cooled (FC) magnetisation measurements on a
•sail portion of the sample used for neutron diffraction studies.

In order to obtain the magnetic structure accurately it is
essential to find the distribution of magnetic ions in the
tetrahedral (A) and octahedral (B) sublattices. The neutron
diffraction data taken at ambient temperature limited to higher Q
region, where the magnetic contribution is negligible, were
profile analysed. The cation distribution obtained are summarised
in table 1. Three percent excess of iron on A site was observed
for y=0.9 as compared to that for y=l.l.

The temperature variation of the (111) magnetic structure
factor for these samples together with the plots for
Zn1_xCoxFeCr04 (x=0.45 and 0.50) are shown in Fig.l. The site
moments at 100K , deduced from (220) and (222) reflections are
summarised along with estimated free ion values in Table I.

Table I
Summary of neutron diffraction results in Zn05Co0f5Fe2_y CryO4

cation
distribution

Magnetic Moment ( B) at 100K

A-site I B-site

Expt | Free ion | Expt. | Free ion

0.9

1.0

1.1

,5Co0.36Fe0.14>A
,96Co0.14Cr0.9JB

,5Co0.
88Co0.12CrJB

,5Co0.41Fe0.09>A
.81Co0.09Crl.l^B

1.8(1)

1.3(1)

1.2(2)

1.75

1.72

1.63

1.8(1)

1.4(2)

1.2(2)

3.88

3.82

3.45

B site moments are found to be substantially smaller than
their estimated free ion values suggesting that the B site mo-
ments are highly non-collinear. The spatial ordering of the
transverse spin component should give rise to the (200) reflec-
tion which is purely magnetic in nature. However this reflection
is absent down to 100 K.

Susceptibility a(, shows a broad distribution around 120K
for y=l.l and around 220K for y=0.9 systems. Host interesting
feature is the shoulder around 20K for y=l.l similar to that
reported for x>0.5 and no such hump is seen for y<=0.9 system
resembling x=0.45 system.

Since y=1.0 and 1.1 systems showed a hump around 2OK we made
magnetisation measurements under FC and ZFC condition down to 4K
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with measuring and cooling field as 50 Oe (Fig.2). FC curves
deviate from those of ZFC at 130K and 110K for y-1-0 and 1.1
respectively. Earlier such measurement reported for y-1.0 down to
8OK lead to the conclusion that the system behaves like cluster
spin glass below 140K /2/. This feature in FC measurement is
shared by both spin glass and disordered systems. However,
neutron diffraction has shown the system to be in URF phase at
these temperatures.

* Chemistry Division
Tata institute of Fundamental Research

/I/ R.Chakravarthy, L.Madhav Rao, S.X.Paranjpe, S.K.Kulshreshtha
and S.B.Roy, Phys. Rev. B43 (1991) 6031.

/2/ K.Murleedharan,J.K.Srivastava,V.R.Marathe and R.Vijayaraghavan
J.Phys. C18 (1985) 5897.

NEUTRON POLARISATION ANALYSIS STUDY OF Ce 2Fe 1 7 IN ITS
PARAMAGNETIC PHASE (L.Hadhav Rao and Sk.H.Yusuf)

Ce 2 Fe 1 7 i s paramagnet ic at room temperature with two

t
Ce 2 Fe, 7 PARAMAGNETIC SCATTERING (THEORETICAL)

j-SP)N-FUP SCATTERINGiN-Ce2Fe17,

--.•...•....••.'•••••_•,_•>

0033 0.087 0.U1
I 1 1 r
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|
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Fig.l
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magnetically ordered phases : one below 198K and the other below
77K. This specimen at room temperature was mounted on the second
axis of the neutron polarisation analysis spectrometer at Dhruva
and subjected to a vertical magnetic field of 8 KOe which also
defines the direction of the incident neutron polarisation. In
any normal paramagnet the spins fluctuate so rapidly
(characteristic time z. 10 s) that the neutron polarisatioin
vector sees a zero fluctuating field and hence the polarisation
state of the neutron is left undisturbed. Surprisingly, a severe
neutron depolarisation of the order of 50% was observed
indicating that at room temperature Ce2Fei7 is not in a normal
paramagnetic state. In the diffraction pattern taken on the same
specimen at room temperature, using unpolarised neutrons, no Q-
dependent paramagnetic scattering was seen at low angles. To
confirm this observation, spin-flip measurements were performed
on the polarisation analysis spectrometer, which indicated no
significant paramagnetic scattering (Fig.l). The absence of
paramagnetic scattering over the expected Q-range and the severe
neutron depolarisation lead us to speculate the existence of
superparamagnetic clusters in this specimen. These
superparamagnetic clusters relax sufficiently slowly to produce
non-zero transverse fluctuating fields which are responsible for
the neutron depolarisation and are big enough (~ 100 A) so that
no significant paramagnetic scattering is seen in the normal Q-
range covered by the spectrometer. SANS measurements on the same
specimen are now planned.

IS CUO A QUANTUM SPIN FLUID BETWEEN 23OK AND 630X? A NEUTRON
DEPOLARISATION STUDY (Sk.H.Yusuf and L.Madhav Rao)

CuO is an antiferroxnagnet below 230K /I/. However, the
magnetic susceptibility does not show the usual Curie-Weiss
behaviour above TN but a broad maximum around 550K /2/. No
significant neutron paramagnetic scattering was observed in this
system by Forsyth et al at ambient temperature and 550K, although
the sensitivity of detection was five times of that required to
observe the scattering from a Cu2+ ion in an ideal paramagnet
/I/. Recent ESR measurements have led to the conclusion that
between TN (230K) and 630K the system is characterised by strong
antiferromagnetic correlations which are dynamic in nature /3/. A
neutron depolarisation study was carried out on the triple axis
neutron polarisation analysis spectrometer. The specimen was the
same as the one on which the ESR measurements were done. The
polarisation state of a neutron is very sensitive to fluctuating
magnetic fields and can get depolarised when the period of these
fluctuations matches its Larmor precession period. The field on
the CuO specimen was so arranged as to match the Larmor
precession time of the polarised neutron to the ESR time window
probe (̂  10~10s) and the polarisation of the transmitted beam
carefully measured at different temperatures ranging from 300K to
630K. No depolarisation of the neutron was observed,. A tentative
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qualitative picture that is consistent with (i) the absence of
any significant paramagnetic scattering from the Cuz ion (ii)
absence of depolarisation of the neutron and (iii) evidence of
antiferromagnetic correlations from ESR study is as follows : The
Cu spins are dynamically correlated over sufficiently large
distances, - 60 A° /4/ but the fluctuating magnetic fields that
may be associated with these correlations averages out to zero as
far as the polarised neutron is concerned. Quasielastic
scattering experiment on this CuO specimen is being planned to
sample the possible existence of these dynamical correlations.

/I/ J.B.Forsyth, P.J.Brown, B.N.Wanklyn, J.Phys.C.21, 2917 (1988)
/2/ S.S.P.Parkin, E.M.Engler, V.Y.Lee, R.B.Beyers, Phys.Rev.B 37,

137 (1988)
/3/ K.Muraleedharan, T.K.Gundu Rao, J.Mag.Nagn.Mater,89, L 277

(1990)
/4/ M.Ain, W.Reichardt, B.Hennion, G.Pepy, B.N.Wanklyn, Physica C

162-164, 1279 (1989)

PREPARATION, CHARACTERISATION AND MOSSBAUER STUDIES OF HIGH
TEMPERATURE SUPERCONDUCTORS (S.C.Bhargava, J.S.Chakraborty,
Rajni Sharma, C.V.Tomy and S.K.Malik )

1. YBa2Cu307+d

Fe and Sn substitution at Cu sites in the high temperature
0040

R(T>
•020

000 J_ J_ _L _L
30 60 90 120 ISO 180 210 240" 270 300
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Fig . l . The temperature dependence of the res i s t iv i ty of
YBa2Cu3(1_XjFe3x07, x=0.05.
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superconductors enables us to make Hossbauer studies of these
oxides. This microscopic probe was not useful in conventional
superconductors mainly because the SC coherence length in BCS
materials is relatively larger. The technique has been found to
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be very informative in the study of high temperature
superconductors.

We have successfully prepared ^^^^2Cu3(l-ii)Pe3xo6+ci an<*
YBa2Cu3 (i-x)

Fe3x°6+d' x = = 0'°/ 0.05 and 0.1, d ^ 0, 0.7, and 1.0
using natural "Fe2°3

 a s w e l 1 a s Fe2°3* Whereas natural samples
are used for characterisation using X-ray, susceptibility (AC and
DC), resistivity, scanning electron microscope and EDAX, the en-
riched samples have been used for Mossbauer measurements. Typical
results are shown in Figs. 1-4.

Fig. 4. The scanning electron micrograph of vBa2Cu3 / ĵ -x)
 Fe3x°7'

x=0.05.

2. Bi2Sr2Cacu2(j_x)Fe2xO8+d

We
and Bi2
gave T c

have prepared and characterised Bi2Sr2CaCu2{i-x)
Fe2x°8+d

r2YCU2n_x\Fe2v08+d*
 O u r preparation of Bi23r2CaCU2

08+d
f 93 IT (Fig- 5). This i

{ i x ) 2 x 8 + d
pp 23r2CaCU2

08+d
is equal to the highest T c ob-

i

c g q g c
tained so far for this phase of the superconductor. The higher Tc
obtained is found to be due to the stoichiometry

Bi1.56Sr1.91Ca0.95Cu2°8.4

and optimum distance of Cu-03 (apical oxygen) of 2.26 A°, which
in turn leads to the optimum Cu valence of 2.13. The oxygen
content of our sample is low. The sample is free from Bi02
moieties which have been found in other samples with lower T(
and higher oxygen content. c
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HOSSBAUER STUDY OF Mg(F«Cr)2O4
(M.R.Singh and S.C.Bhargava)

The spinel ferrites continue to display a variety of new
phenomena even though they have been studied since long.
Presently, spin glass phenomena has been looked for in these
oxides as AC susceptibility in some cases showed cusp sinilar to
that found in canonical spin glasses, with this in view, we have
been investigating H(FeCr)2O4.

The conventional ceramic procedure followed by us to prepare
Mg(FeCr),0., however, resulted in the formation of significant
amount of Fe2+. These ions have been concluded to occupy B site.
The EFG at the nuclei of these ions in HgFeD gCr^ 4O 4 showed
strong temperature dependence (Figure) as well as" dynamical
effects, which are predominant at 100 K. So far no example of
dynamical
known.

effects on Hossbauer spectra of Fe^ at B sites are
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to account for an orbital singlet (ground electronic State) and
orbital doublet (excited electronic state) which contribute to
the EFG and are thermally populated.
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C PHONON PHYSICS

ZATTICB DY1MMXCS OF WXXKLtt*, T»,«iO-
(Narayani Choudhury, s.L.Chaplot and K.R.Rao)

I n e l a s t i c neu t ron s c a t t e r i n g Measurements of
30

phonon

0 q/a* 05 0 q / b* 0.5 0 q/C 0.5
PHONON WAVE VECTOR

Fig.l (a) Experimental data (b) Calculated dispersion relation
(upto 30 meV only). Full line *-»• Zlt A^ andAj,-the dash-dot l ine
<> £ & and A ; th l l d h d l i * » E &and A and the

30 mV o n y ) . Full line Zlt ^ andAj,the dashdot l i
£2 , &t and <A2; the small dashed line *-»• E3, &and A, and the

big dashed line •<-•. s4,Z^and A. .
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dispersion relation and density of states of the geophysically
important mineral fayalite, Fe2SiO4 were undertaken In
collaboration with research programme at the Brookhaven National
Laboratory and Argonne National Laboratory respectively. The
computed phonon dispersion relation along the three high symmetry
directions S, A and A compares satisfactorily with experimental
data (Fig.l). The calculated phonon spectra satisfactorily
reproduce the peak positions in the measured spectra (Fig.2);
however the relative heights of the peaks around 40 meV and 65

20
ENERGY (meVJ

Fig.2 (a) Experimental phonon spectra at 300K and 17K inclusive of
multiphonon contributions, (b) Calculated spectra having one
phonon and multiphonon contributions at 300K (full line) and at
17 K (dash-dot line). Dashed line gives the one phonon
contribution to the phonon spectra.

meV are somewhat different in the calculated spectrum. The
calculated cy is compared with the measured specific heat C_ in
Fig.3. The measured specific heat /I/ exhibits an anomaly at T55K,
which corresponds to the Neel temperature of fayalite. Our
calculations underestimate the specific heat below 70K as they do
not include the contributions arising from the spin wave
excitations; above 70K the calculated and measured specific heats
in fayalite are in good agreement upto 250K or so. P.bove 250K,
the anharmonic corrections to the specific heat (CD-CV) in
fayalite become significant and the calculated Cy deviates from
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Fig. 3 Comparison of the calculated C^ in the rigid-ion model
(dashed line) with the experimental specific heat data /I/ (full
line)

the measured specific heat Cp. Details of this work are reported
in references /2/ and /3/

/I/ R.A.Robie, C.B.Finch and B.S.Hemingway, Am Min 67, 4606 (1982)
/2/ S.Ghose, J.H.Hastings, N.Choudhury, S.L.Chaplot and K.R.Rao

Proceedings of the Int.Conf.on Neutron scattering, Bombay
Physica B 174, 83 (1991)
D.L.Price, S.Ghose, N.Choudhury, S.L.Chaplot and K.R.Rao
Proceedings of the Int.Conf.on Neutron Scattering, Bombay
Physica B 174, 87 (1991)

LATTICE DYNAMICS OF MgSiOj PESOVSKITE #

(Narayani Choudhury, S.L.Chaplot,K.R.Rao and S.Ghose )

The perovskite phases of MgSiO3 and CaSiO3 are generally
accepted as the most abundant minerals in the earth's lower
mantle; preliminary calculations of phonon dispersion relation
and density of states of MgSiO3 perovskite were reported by us
/I/. However, these calculations yielded elastic constant values
that were systematically lower than the experimental values /2/.
The parameters in the rigid-ion model calculations have been re-
evaluated and additional calculations undertaken. The results of
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this exercise are compared in Table I, with experimental results.
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Fig.l. The calculated phonon dispersion relation along the three
high symmetry directions £,A and A of HgSiO3 perovskite
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Fig.2 The calculated density of states.
Fig.3 The calculated specific heat normalised to the Dulona-Petit

value (1.25 J/gm °K) of MgSiO3 perovskite
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The computed long wavelength phonon frequencies are in good
agreement with' available Raman and infrared data /3/. The
computed phonon dispersion relation, density of states and
specific heat are given in Fig.1,2 and 3, respectively.
Experimental data of these quantities are not available.

Table I

Calculated and experimental values of elastic constants
(X1010dynes/cm2) of MgSiO3 perovskite

Calculated Experimental /2/

C,, 501 510
ci, 392 440
C33 508 520
C44 202 202
C 5E 100 177
Cge 172 182

^Mineral Physics Group, University of Washington, Seattle

/I/ Narayani Choudhury, S.L.Chaplot, K.R.Rao and S.Ghose
Pramana (J.Phys.), 30, 423 (1988)

/2/ A.Yaganeah Haeri, D.J.Weidner and E.I.To, Science,243
787(1989)

/3/ Narayani Choudhury, Ph.D.Thesis, Bombay University (1990)

PHONON DENSITY OF STATES IN Tl2CaBa2Cu,O8
(S.L.Chaplot, B.A.Dasannacharya, R.Mukhopaahyay, K.R.Rao,
P.R.Vijayaraghavan, R.M.Iyer+, G.M.Phatak and J.V.Yakhmi+)

The neutron-weighted phonon density of states in the high
temperature superconductor Tl,CaBa2Cu208 (T_ = 107 K /I/) is
obtained from coherent inelastic neutron scattering measurements
at the Dhruva reactor using the medium resolution triple axis
spectrometer /2/. Data is averaged from a number of different
neutron-energy-loss scans each with a constant momentum transfer
in the range 4 to 7 A0"1. Each scan was performed with varying
incident neutron energy and fixed scattered energy. The latter
was varied in different scans from 30 to 50 meV in order to cover
the required energy transfer upto 100 mev, and to avoid the
region of second-order reflection from the analyser. About 30 gm
of the sample is used in this experiment.

The inelastic neutron spectrum contains the largest neutron
weightage from the oxygens while other atoms also contribute. The
most intense peak is observed at 26 meV while the spectrum
extends upto about 90 meV. In Fig.l ,the experimental results
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t i l l

90
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E (meV)
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Fig.l. Neutron weighted phonon density of states for Tl,CaBa,
Cu,O8 at 300K. (a) Experimental spectrum including €he
multiphonon contribution, (b) Calculated spectrum where the
dashed and full line curves represent the one-phonon and the
total contribution (including the multiphonon part) respectively.
*,, e2 e r g y r e s o l u t i ° n in (a) varies from 6 to 12 meV in the range

of E from 10 to 50 meV, and from 18 to 28 meV for E from 50 to 90
»1** Tt?e e.ner9Y resolution in (b) is fixed at 6 meV. The
vertical axis has arbitrary units.

are compared with theoretical estimates obtained from a lattice
dynamical calculation /3/ which also included the observed
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deviations /I'/ of the oxygens from their ideal positions. The
observed spectra are essentially described by the model based on
lattice interactions alone. Any characteristic features of the
electron-lattice interaction are smeared perhaps because the
spectra involved averaging over all the phonons. However, further
investigation of the anharmonicity of vibrations may be necessary
in view of the disordered structure and possible connection with
the superconductivity.

+ Chemistry Division

/I/ A. Sequeira et al., Physica C, X56, 599 (1988)
/2/ S.L.Chaplot et al., Pramana (J. Phys.) 33, 595 (1989)
/3/ S.L. Chaplot, Solid State Physics (India) 33C, 218 (1990).

1



D LASER RAMAN SCATTERING

RAMAN SCATTERING STUDIES IN HgTe
(Alka Ingale+, M.L.Bansal++ and A.P.Roy)

HgTe provides a particularly interesting example of a zero-
gap' semiconductor. The description of valence and conduction
bands is illustrated in Fig.l. It has the so called inverted InSb
band structure. At the band centre (k=0), both the valence and

LLJ

Fig.l. Energy band structure of HgTe.Negative energy gap E o « 0.3
eV,spin orbit splitting A o « 0.9 eV,Ex « 2.1 eV,A± w 0.6 eV.

conduction bands belonging to the r8 representation are
degenerate by symmetry. It is seen from the Figure that the
continuum of V* " r8 interband transitions overlap with optic
phonon energies. In contrast to other zinc-blende structure
semiconductors like InSb, GaAs etc., the two valence bands in
HgTe originate from p-and s-like atomic states and are not spin-
orbit split partners. It is of interest therefore, to investigate
the effect of phonon induced mixing of valence band states on
resonance Raman scattering and the role of electronic interband
transitions in modifying the spectrum of elementary excitations.
Detailed Raman scattering studies from TO phonon, LO phonon and
its coupling with plasmon have been carried out in HgTe as a
function of incident laser energy in our laboratory /1-3/. A
brief review of the work is given below.

Resonance Raman Scattering cross-section of the TO phonon
( w 117 cm"1) in HgTe has been measured at 77K in the
backscattering configuration from (110) and (111) face with all
the available lines of Ar+, Kr+ and He-Cd lasers (2.2 ev - 2.8
ev). The range below 2.2 ev was covered using Ar laser pumped
dye laser. Cylindrical focussing with low laser power ( 100 mw)
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has been used in order to avoid sample heating. The scattered
light was spectrally analysed with a double grating monochromator
and detected using a cooled photomultiplier in the phonon
counting mode. A PC-XT was used for data acquisition and
processing.

From an analysis /I/ of the shape of the resonance curve
(Fig. 2), the optical deformation potentials near the Eĵ  gap have
been determined to be |dio| - 24 ev and |d30| - 20 ev. while the

•dlo/dto = -0.9 |dlo| =» 24 eV
EXP. DATA

2.0 2.2 2.4 2.G
PHOTON ENERGY (eV)

3.D

Fig.2. Resonance Raman cross-section for the TO phonon in HgTe at
90 K. The solid curve has been calculated from measured
susceptibility values.

value of d10 is similar to that of other zinc-blende structures,
d30 is less by a factor of 3. This we believe to be a direct
consequence of inverted band structure in HgTe in comparison to
other semiconductors like GaAs, Znsb, Ge etc.

By performing scattering experiment from the (100) face,
spectral features which involve coupling of the longitudinal
phonon mode with the multicomponent plasma comprising of light
electrons in r8

c conduction band and heavy holes in the To band
were recorded (Fig.3). A sharp peak is observed at 138 cm~* which
is ascribed to forbidden LO-phonon. The allowed LO phonon
partially screened by electron plasma appears as a broad peak
around 127cm"1. The spectra are analyzed by calculating
Im(l/e(q,w)} where e(q,w) is the frequency and wave-vector
dependent dielectric function of the medium. It is found that the
finite wave-vector involved in the light scattering experiment
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modifies the phonon-plasmon spectrum profoundly.

240

200
HgTe(lOO) 47G5A

90 K

c

BO 100 120 UD IGO
RAMAN SHIFT (cur1)

70

Pig. 3

SO 110 130

Ramon ShiFt (cm*1)

Fig. 4

«g.J Fig.4 n

Fig.3. Raman spectra recorded from the (1OO) face using 4765 A"
line of Ar laser.
Fig.4. The strong feature at ^ 118 cm"1 is the TO phonon mode.
The side peak is a combination mode. The solid line is calculated
invoking mode-coupling between the two.The intensity around 140
cm**1 relates to LO phonon.

The origin of the anomalous low frequency mode occurring at
-108 cm"1 (at 77K) in HgTe has also been investigated by us /3/.
Through temperature and wavelength dependent Raman spectra and
their analysis (Fig. 4), we show that this feature is a
combination phonon and acquires significant Raman activity as a
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consequence of Feral resonance with the TO phonon.

+ Present address : Centre for Advanced Technology, Indore
+• Deceased

/I/ Alka Ingale, iK.L.Bansal and A.P.Roy, Phys.Rev.B40,12353(1989)
/2/ M.L.Bansal, A.P.Roy and Alka Ingale, Phys.Rev.B42, 1234(1990)
/3/ H.L.Bansal, Alka Ingale and A.P.Roy, Phys.Rev.B43, 7020(1991)

RAMAN SCATTERING AT HIGH PRESSURE
(S.X.Deb, M.A.Rekha, A.P.Roy, S.Meenakshi , V.Vijaykumar and
B.K.Godwal )

Raman scattering experiments at high pressure has been
initiated using a Diamond Anvil Cell (DAC) provided by High
Pressure Physics Division. The cell has been fitted with a high
optical quality diamond. Raman spectra has been recorded in the
exact back scattering geometry using a small prism. Later, an
oblique incidence geometry has been employed using a small plane
mirror. This reduces the stray light level. The pressure has been
measured from the shift in the Ruby fluorescent line. This set up
has been used to study phase transition in or-Resorcinol as a

function of pressure. a-Resorcinol
crystallizes in the C 2 v structure and
x-ray studies indicate a transition to
/8-phase with accompanying volume
contraction at about 5Kbar. There is
considerable difference in arrangement of
hydrogen bonds in the two phases. Raman
spectra recorded as a function of
increasing pressure indicate that, at
about 5K bar, there is a considerable
change in the relative intensity
distribution of the lattice modes,
without any significant discontinuity in
the frequencies as can be seen in the
Figure. This has been identified with the
a-p transition. The Figure also shows
that a remarkable change occurs at about
4OK bar when all the lattice modes compl-
etely disappear, whereas the internal
modes persist with considerable broadeni-
ng. This indicates a breakdown of the
periodic lattice structure and transition
to a 'glassy' or 'amorphous'phase. The
molecular units persist with random

RAMAN SHIFT (cm"1)

Raman spectra of external modes
Reeorcinol

of
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arrangement devoid of any long range correlation.

* High Pressure Physics Division

RAMAN SCATTERING STUDIES ON Xn<53Ga 4 ?AS

i) Resonance Raman Scattering (RRS) of forbidden LO phonon a£ the

El 9aP * *
(S.K.Deb, M.L.Bansal, A.P.Roy, S.S.Chandavarkar and B.M.Arora )

In 5 3Ga 47AS is a technologically important alloy
semiconductor. We have performed RRS of forbidden LO phonon in
this material at the E x gap (2.57 ev). Samples of n-type with
different carrier concentrations were prepared by LPE (at TIFR)
on InP substrate. Raman spectra were excited with different lines
of Ar + and Kr laser in the back scattering geometry from the
(001) face. Cross-sections were determined after performing
absorption correction and comparing against Si(111) scattering.
The variation of cross-section of GaAs like mode at 270 cm"-1 is
shown in the Figure, for a n-type sample with carrier density
5xlO17/cc. It shows a sharp resonance at 2.66ev shifted by about

90 meV from the B^ gap.
Another p-type sample with

carrier density - 6xlO17/cc,
also shows a more or less
similar variation in cross-
section. This implies that
the impurity induced

c *•"" I \ scattering due to the
substitutional disorder in

20 L / "L t n e a l l o v Plays a more
dominant role than the
electric field induced
scattering due to the free
carrier density. The
continuous line is the
variation of d2x/dw2 ,where
x is the linear susceptibi-
lity and the fairly good
agreement with the experim-
ental data indicates that
intraband electron-LO phonon
scattering is the principal
mechanism contributing to
forbidden LO scattering.
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ii) Forbidden IX) phonon-plasmon dynamics
(H.A.Rekha, S.K.Deb, A.P.Roy, S.S.Cnandavarkar and B.M.Arora )

Raman scattering fron two n-type In > 5 3Ga > 4 7As samples has been
performed to study the coupled LO-phorion-plasmon coupling
dynamics. The carrier concentrations determined from Hall probe
measurements are n e * 10

1 6 cm"3 (sample #1) and n e « 10
1 7 cm ~ 3

(sample #2) respectively. Spectra were recorded at 90K using 5145
A line of the Ar+ laser from the (001) face in the z(xx)z con-
figuration. Both the samples show the bare LO peak at 273 cm"1.
In addition, sample #2 shows a broad peak at 286 cm**1 which is
assigned to be the plasmon mode basing on the fact that no such
peak is observed for sample #1 which has a smaller carrier
concentration. Comparison with calculated theoretical line shape
yields a valve of n e « 1.6xlO

17/cc and damping parameter r = 55
cm'1 for sample #2. Also, for n e * 5xlO

16/cc no plasmon peak can
be seen. These are in good agreement with the estimated values.

Solid State Electronics Group, Tata Institute of Fundamental
Research
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E MODEL MEMBRANES AND LIQUID CRYSTALS

HEADGROOP-HEADOBOUP MID HEADGRODP-DDS XXTERACTZOH8 XV
XODBL MEMBRAXES (P.S. Parvathanathan, X. Usha Deniz,
Lata Sumanan, Geeta Datta , K.V. Raaanathan and C.L. Khetrapal*)

DSC and lH NMR studies have been carried out with single
lipids((i) DPPC (ii) DPPE and (iii) DPPA)(Fig.l) and aixed-lipids
( (iv)DPPC-DPPE(weight ratio, 2:1) and (v)DPPC-DPPE-DPPA(weight
ratio, 16:8:1)) model membranes in vesicle form, both in the
presence and absence of the antileprosy drug, DDS(Fig.1). The
membranes were Made up of lipid-buffer(pH/pD9.3), with the
exception of DPPC for which H2O/D2O was used. The molar ratio,
R_, of DDS to lipid was 0.1 for systems (i) and (ii) and 0.02 for
the rest.

The lipid headgroups, PC
and PE are zwitterionic in
nature, whereas the
headgroup PA has a negative
charge even at pH9.3/l/.
This leads to attractive
electrostatic interactions
between the N+ and POZ
groups of adjacent lip id
molecules in DPPE and DPPC
systems. This interaction
is weaker between PC and PC
groups due to the shielding
of the N charge by the
large methyl groups. In the
case of DPPA, however, the
negatively charged head-
groups, adjacent to each
other lead to repulsion
between the headgroups but
this is overcome by
hydrogen bonding inter-
actions. In fact PA-PA
interactions are stronger
than PC-PC interactions.

Pig.l Phosphol ipids (DPPC, DPPE and This is seen very clearly
DPPA) and the drug, DDS in the *H NMR results.

In the mixed lipid system of DPPC-DPPE, two chain
melting transitions are seen at Trux a n d TCM2 (TCM2 > TCMl)/2A
The ^H NMR spectrum of this is similar to that of DPPE for tC<1CH2
(i.e. broad resonances are seen even for the DPPC headgroup),
even though DPPE is the minor component (Fig.2). Addition of DPPA
to this system (i.e. DPPC-DPPE-DPPA) dramatically changes the
spectrum even though it is in a small proportion. The PC
headgroup resonances, which were broad earlier, become very
sharp, even for T<TCM1. These observations can be explained as

OPPC. X.(
OPPE:X=

ofcKri) i r
I..0PPA

O'.P.O
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CH,-CH-CH,
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follows. In the DPPC-DPPE system, there is a strong electrostatic
interaction between PC(POT) and PE(N+H3). Addition of DPPA leads
to PECNTU) interacting with PA(PO4), in preference to that of
PC(POJ). This leaves the PC headgroups free to move.

The polar groups NH2 and S-0 of DDS interact with POT and
N (CH3)3 groups of DPPC as reflected in the broadening or the
headgroup resonances of DPPC even at T>TCM. Although the drug
interacts with the PE and PA headgroups, as seen from the DSC
results this is hardly reflected in the mobilities as seen by
NMR. The aromatic groups of DDS also interact with DPPC and DPPE,
even though for the latter it does so only for T>TCM. They do not
participate in the PA-DDS interaction at all.

Co)

345 K

3 4 3

6(ppm)

Fig.2 XH NMR spectra(3-4 ppm region) of (a) DPPC-DPPE, (b) DPPC-
DPPE-DPPA, (c)DPPC-DPPE-DPPA-DDS and (d)DPPC-DPPE-DPPA-DDS
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(a)

JIJK

Fig.3 1H HMR spectra of the aromatic groups of DOS in
(a) DPPC-DPPE and (b) DPPC-DPPE-DPPA systeas

In the DPPC-DPPE-DDS system, the PE-DDS (N+H3...S«O and
P=O....NH2) interactions, involving both electrostatic and
H-bonding ones, dominate over the PC-PE interaction. Thus the PC
groups become mobile, as in the DPPC system, even at T<TrMl
(Fig.2). However, the aromatic groups interact with the lipids
only for T > T C M 1 . The interaction affects one part of the
aromatic ring more than the other as seen in Fig. 3. The
interaction increases with increasing temperature for
TCM1-T<TCM2' whereas for T>TCM2 it appears to be much weaker.

Addition of DOS to the DPPC-DPPE-DPPA system results in
the PA-DDS [(P=O...NH,) and (acid OH S=0)] interactions
dominating over the PE-PA (N+H3...POI) interactions. Thus
PE(N+H3) is now free to interact with the PC(PO4), hindering the
head group movements. This is clearly seen from the larger width
of the PC head group resonances even for TCM1<T<TCM2« The
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aromatic groups of DDS interact with the lipids, only for T>TCM2*
This interaction keeps increasing with increasing temperature,
even for T>TCH2' unlike in the case of the DPPA-xree system.

* Radiation Biology and Biochemistry Division
+ Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore

/I/ F.C.Tsui et al, Biophys. J. 4», 459 (1986)
/2/ P.S.Parvathanathan et al, Mol. Cryst. Liq. Cryst. 132, 105

(1986)
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CHAXM MELTZMO TRAVSZTIOX Ilf DPPA VESXCUMt tmci
DRDO DOB ( K.Usha Deniz, p.s.Parvathanathan, Geeta Datta ,
Lata Sumanan, C.L. Khetrapal and K.V. Ramanathan+)

or T O

DSC experiments have been carried out with DPPA
vesicles(pH9.3) in the temperature range from 300K to 350K in
order to study the chain melting(CM) transition. It is observed
that in addition to the CM transition (T^s; 330X) which seems to
be made up of two transitions, there are other weaker transitions
both above and below TpyfFig.l). This indicates the existence of
other phases in addition to the main gel phase. However, the
nature of these phases is not clear. The CM transition enthalpy.

= 0.02

32ST 3J| 3 3 *
TEMPERATURE (K)

Fig.l DSC heating scans of DDS-free(1^=0) and DDS-doped(Rm»0.02)
DPPA vesicles (Scan speed = 5K/min)

f KCal/Mole) and the related jump , An, , of the order
parameter, ij , at the CM transition are small. If one assumes
that n for T-TX, is negligible, one infers that « is small for
T-T5M-

In the presence of DDS (molar ratio, R_, of DDS/DPPA »
0.02), T^j. hardly changes, indicating that the drug is located in
the interracial region only, as in the case of DPPC and DPPE
vesicles. The strength of this first order transition(CM),
increases, leading to an increase of A,HCH to 2.8 KCal/Mole. Thus
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the junp, ^n_, is larger in the presence of the drug, showing
that the chain order for T-T^ is increased by DDS. It is deduced
that DDs, despite being located in the interfacial region,
dramatically reduces the chain disorder, for ^

Fig.2 1H NMR spectra of (a)DPPA and
3 . 2 1 0

(b) DPPA-DDS systems

1H NMR spectra of DPPA vesicles are shown (Fig. 2a), for
various temperatures in the vicinity of T(CM- The chain
resonances(1-2 ppm) clearly indicate that the chains are fairly
mobile even for T<TCI,, unlike in the cases of DPPC and DPPE
vesicles. There is a distinct narrowing of the chain resonances
in the presence of DDS(Fig.2b), indicating an enhancement in
chain mobility. In the light of our DSC results, it would seem
that this enhancement of chain mobility is more for T>TCM than
for T<Ta,. This would then lead to an increase in A He,, since
chain mobility is related to chain disorder. The doublet
resonances from the aromatic groups of DDS indicate that the ring
protons do not participate strongly in the PA-DDS interaction,
both above and below T^,. This behaviour of the aromatic rings is
unlike that observed in DPPC and DPPE vesicles.

* Radiation Biology and Biochemistry Division
Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore
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CORRELATION BETWEEN LIPID MOBILITY AND TRANSITION ENTHALPY
IN MODEL MEMBRANES ( K. Usha Deniz, P.S. Parvathanathan,
Lata Sumanan, Geeta Datta*, c.L.Khetrapal+ and K.v. Ramanathan )

Model membrane investigations, to date, have mostly conc-
entrated on observations of the chain melting(CM) transition
characteristics and the chain nobilities in the vicinity of IQH
and their dependences on the variation of lipid acyl chain
lengths. In our work, we have looked at the effect of lipid
headgroups on the above membrane characteristics. The membranes
used in our work were made up of both single and mixed lipids
having different headgroups but identical acyl(dipalmitoyl)
chains. The single lipid systems contained the lipids (i) DPPC,
(ii) DPPE and (iii) DPPA and the mixed lipid systems (iv) DPPC-
DPPE (weight ratio 2:1) and (v) DPPC-DPPE-DPPA (weight ratio,
16:8:1). Fig.l of the companion report shows the headgroups of
the lipids used. Th . lipid head groups PC and PE are zwitterionic

Table I

Constituent lipid

DPPE
DPPC
DPPA
DPPC-DPPE
DPPC-DPPE-DPPA

A H C M
(KCal/Mole)

9.5
4.4
1.7
9.6
5.8

(neutral as a whole) but PA is
negatively charged. The CM
transition enthalpies, were
obtained by DSC. The acyl
chain mobilities in the
vicinity of T,
by 1H NMR. CM were studied

It is well known that
chain mobility is related to
the chain order parameter, Y[.
It decreases with increasing
mobility. A H C M is related to
the jump, A ^ , in the order
parameter at TCM. In single-
lipid vesicles, the width of
the chain resonances(Fig.l),
indicate that the chain
mobilities for T<TCM,
increases, for headgroups
changing from PE -*• PC -^PA.
This implies that for T=T,

DPPA 328K
-—
DPPC 312 K

Fig.l

6(pprn)

lH NMR spectra of the
acyl chain protons.

CM'
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>T^(DPPC) > t̂ (DPPA) (1)

Table 1 gives the values of A H ^ for the various systems. It is
observed that •

AHCM(DPPE) > AHCM{DPPC) >

Since, A Y ) S f(»"HCM) and increases with increasing

A^(DPPE) >AVDP p c) >A\(DPPA) (3)

Thus a correlation is evident between A H C H and the chain
mobilities fo;r TcT

Similarly in roixed-lipid membranes, one finds from the
width of the chain resonances (Fig-1) that for T=TAj2 (mixed-lip id
membranes have two CM transitions of which CM2 is that at higher
temperature),

fl(DPPC-DPPE) >1l(DPPC-DPPE-DPPA) (4)

From the values of 4&HCH(Table I), we deduce that,

&<l(DPPC-DPPE) > 6.1\jLDPPC-DPPE-DPPA) (5)

From the above results, it is evident that a correlation
exists between chain mobilities and AH Cu. As a matter of fact,
if one assumes that the value of i\,(T=TCM) is nearly the same for
all the model membranes, then, A\cC *J, (T=T£M) , leading to the
identity of relations (1) and (3) and relations (4) and (5). From
the observed correlation, it would seem that the above assumption
holds good in all the membranes we have studied. This type of
correlation has not been reported earlier in literature.

Radiation Biology and Biochemistry Division
+ Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore

1H AND HQES INVESTIGATIONS OF AOT-C-Dg MICROEMOLSIONS
(K.Usha Deniz, Lata Sumanan, Geeta Datta and P.S.Parvathanathan)

Aerosol-OT (AOT, sodium bis-2-ethyl hexyl sulfosuccinate,
Fig.l) is a surfactant molecule, capable of forming reverse
micelles in organic solvents. These micelles can entrap fairly
large quantities of water.

*H NMR measurements were carried out with AOT-C6Dg-H2O
system in order to observe the nature of the reverse micelles
therein. Preliminary neutron quasi-elastic scattering(NQES)
experiments were also carried out on this system to investigate
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O—CHr CH-CHj-CHpCHj-CH,

C — O — CHJ-CN-CHJ-CHJ-CHJ-CHJ

0 CH/-CH,

AOT

5.0 4.0 3.0 2.0 1.0
PPM

of
O

Fig.l Schematic diagram of AOT molecule, (a) 1H NMR spectrum <
A0T-C6D6(Wr=0). (b) 2H NMR spectrum of AOT-CgD6-H,u
(Wr«0.11). Wr is the weight ratio of water to total weight.
A schematic representation of the reverse micelles for the
two values of Wr is given in the block on the right.
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the dynamics of water in the entrapped water droplets.

Some of the 1H NMR investigations were carried out at low
AOT concentrations, [AOT],(0.5 - 25 mM) with the system AOT-C6D6,
to determine, if possible, the concentration at which reverse
micelles are formed. The nature of the XH NMR spectra of AOT was
the same for the entire AOT concentration range, showing that
reverse micelles must be formed in this system for [AOT]<0.5 mM.
On addition of water to this system, one finds that several of
the rather broad NMR resonances develop fine structure(Figs, la
and lb). This change can be explained in the following way. In
the absence of water, the AOT headgroup is not charged and hence
the AOT molecules are packed quite closely in the reverse
micelles. This gives rise to a broadening of the resonances. In
the presence of water, there is an ionization of sodium from the
AOT headgroup, leaving it negatively charged. This leads to
repulsive interaction between AOT headgroups and the resulting
looser packing of AOT molecules in the reverse micelles.

Another set of NMR experiments was done with AOT-CcDg-HjO,
for large [AOT]. The weight ratio of AOT to CfiD6 was fixed at
1.22 and the ratio , Wr, of the weight of water to the total
weight was in the range, 0 to 0.3 . NMR spectra obtained from
these samples with Wr=0 and Wrj*O for small water concentrations,
resemble to a large extent the corresponding spectra at low AOT
concentration. For large concentrations of water, the volume of
the reverse micelle increases due to the increase in volume of
the entrapped water droplets, leading to entanglement of the
chains of AOT molecules, belonging to different AOT micelles.
This is evidenced in the H NMR spectrum where the finely
resolved structure obtained at low water concentration, is
partially lost. The entanglement is also reflected in the
heightened macroscopic viscosity of the microemulsion. However,
when the temperature is increased, the viscosity drops, and the
fine structure of the 1H NMR resonances appears again.

The NQES measurements were made for momentum transfers, Q •
0.8, 1.4 and 1.9 A"1. The samples used had a constant weight
ratio of AOT to CgD6 of 1.36 and values of Wr = 0, 0.16 and 0.36.
The sample with water concentration equal to zero, was used for
finding contribution of AOT chain protons to the intensity of the
quasi-elastic spectrum.

The results for the AOT-C6D6(Wr=*o) sample show that indeed
there is a significant though small contribution to the quasi-
elastic peak intensity due to AOT(most probably from the end CH3
groups). The rest of the NQES data have been analysed using the
following model. The water molecules are assumed to belong to two
groups: (1)those which are bound and whose movements are too slow
to cause quasi-elastic broadening and (2) those which are "free"
and which undergo translational jump diffusion/1/. The scattered
intensity due to the protons in H2O would then be,
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- neutron energy transfer, E and F are constants related to
th« number of bound water and "free" water protons respectively.

Dt is the translational diffusion coefficient of "free" water and
t is its residence time. Taking account of the AOT contribution
and the instrumental resolution, eq.(1) has been fitted to our
data. The results for the best fit are shown in Table I. These

TABLE I

wr

0.16

0.36

0(bulk
water)

(10~5

1

1

2

Dt

cm2/s)

.1

.8

.4

/

2

1

1

t

.7

.3

.2

S)

art compared with those of bulk water/2/. The errors on our
values of D*. and t are quite large due to the rather poor
statistics. Despite this, it is evident that Dt increases and X
decreases with increasing Wr and that they approach the values
found in bulk water for sufficiently large Wr.

* Radiation Biology and Biochemistry Division

/I/ T. Springer, Springer Tracts in Modern Physics, vol.64, Ed.:
G.Hohler (Springer-Verlag, N.Y.1972).

/2/ B.C. Tranthara et al, Biophys. J. 45, 927 (1984)
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F PROTEIN CRYSTALLOGRAPHY

STRUCTURE OP MULTIENZYME COMPLEX CONTAINING R0BISCO
( M.V.Hosur and K.K.Kannan)

Recently it has been suggested that within living cells
enzymes exist and function as components of discrete multienzyme
complexes and therefore structural information on organisation of
these complexes is very important to understand biological
function. In collaboration with Dr.(Mrs). J.K. Sainis of M.B &
A.D, we have initiated x-ray studies of a multienzyme complex
containing RUBISCO.

Single crystals grown using PEG8K have been shown to be
orthorhombic with a=173A, b=134A & c=112A. Diffraction data to
2A resolution have been collected at the photon factory in Japan
using image plates and WEISS software.

This data has been used to carry out the following
molecular replacement calculations.

a) Self rotation function: RUBISCO, which is a component of
our crystal has a molecular symmetry '422' and our crystals do
not have any crystallographic 4-fold axis. Therefore we expect
to find this 4-fold axis to be non-crystallographic. To locate
this 4-fold axis we have calculated self-rotation function maps
using both direct and reciprocal space methods. These maps were
consistent with each other and could be interpreted in terms of
a molecular motif with '422' symmetry, thereby fixing in the
crystal, orientation of the non-crystallographic 4-fold axis.

b) Cross-rotation function: Although orientation of molecular
motif symmetry elements is fixed in space by self-rotation
function calculations, the azimut around the rotation axes is
not determined by these calculations. There are two possible
azimuths in our case. Choice of the correct one was made through
calculation of cross-rotation function map in which the
search model used was the L8 octomer of Ca atoms generated
through Ca atoms of L2 dimer. Any other search model tried, did
not give results consistent with self rotation function
maps. For the L8 model the highest signal in the map was
consistent with the self-rotation function calculations.

c) Translation-function: Having located the molecular orientation
in the crystals, the next step was to determine the translation
vector of its origin to completely place the molecule in the
crystal. This translation problem was solved by two routes;
(a) packing calculations and (b) translation function
calculations. The molecular motif occupies special position in
the crystals, and therefore only the z-coordinate of
molecular centre is variable. For the overall size of the
cylindrically symmetric L8 octamer model, it was found that
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intermolecular overlap was avoided only if the z-coordinate
of molecular centre was 1/4 or -1/4 . For these positions, the
agreement with F0's also was the best leading to a minimum R-
factor. The translation function also gave an indication for the
above solution.

(d) Phase refinement through non-crystallographic averaging of
electron densities:

Non-crystallographic symmetry has been used effectively in
solving virus structures. We are currently setting up computer
programs for averaging electron density maps using the non
crystallographic symmetry on the i860 computer to utilise its
higher speed and efficiency. These programs which utilise the Ten
Eyek FFT package are being modified to fully utilise the
available hardware capabilities of the computer.

RADIATION DAMAGE AND DMA STRUCTURE
( M.V. Hosur and K.K. Kannan)

Hazardous effects of radiation on life are often because of
chemical damage radiation causes to DNA the genetic material. The
predominant chemical damage is formation of Cis-syn
pyrimidine dimer. Cells have therefore developed enzymes that
can repair this damage. To understand, at the molecular level,
the action of these and other enzymes on UV-irradiated DNA, one
has to study the structure of DNA containing cis-syn
photodimer. We have proposed through semiempirical methods a
plausible structural model for DNA containing cyclobutyl ring.
The key feature of our model,is the presence of reverse Watson-
Crick base-pairing at the 3 -pyrimidine of the dimer. Our model
structure, further, can explain the abnormal cleavage
properties of restriction endonulease when the substrate
contains a cis-syn cyclobutyl lesion.

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT USEFUL FOR MOLECULAR DESIGN
( M.V.Hosur and V.Prasad)

Crystallography and molecular modelling can be used
effectively to design or speed up discovery of new drug
molecules. The interactive graphics program FRODO, widely used by
the international scientific community is playing an important
role in providing the necessary structural information. A key
feature of FRODO is the molecular dictionary which the program
uses to regularise displayed molecules. We have developed a
procedure and the computer programme implementing that procedure
to automatically generate such a dictionary for any given
molecule. The molecule can be input either through its atomic
coordinates or through specifying the bond connectivities and
bond types.
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CRY8TALLOGRAPHIC STUDIES OK HBRCURIC CARBONIC AMHYDRASE
( V.S.Yadava and K.K.Kannan)

Zn2+ is essential for the catalytic function of the
carbonic anhydrases. VWien Zn is replaced by other divalent
atoms such as Fe2+,Hg2+ etc., the carbonic anhydrases become
inactive. To understand the binding of metal ions to the
protein and consequent changes in its structure apj function
a study of mercuric carbonic anhydrase has been carried out.

Starting with coordinates from the native enzyme the
positions of the heavy atom Hg were obtained from difference
Fourier maps. The structure was then refined by the method of
stereochemically restrained least-squares using 14465 reflections
to 2A resolution. Model editing between cycles of least squares
refinement was carried out with the help of (2FO-FC) and
(Fo-Fc) Fourier maps on a vector general interactive graphics
system using FROOO software on a PDP11/34 computer. The final
R-index is 0.19 with good model stereochemistry and fit to
electron density maps.

The Hg2+ ion which replaces Zn2+ of the native enzyme is
shifted by about 0.4A away from the Zn position towards THR
199OG. The Hg2+ is at a distance of 2.1A from NE2 of HIS 94,
2.4A from NE2 of HIS 96, 2.3A from ND1 of HIS119 and 2.6A from a
Cl~ ion with a distorted tetrahedral coordination. The water
molecule between Zn2+ and OG of THR199 observed in the native
enzyme is not present in mercuric carbonic anhydrase. The absence
of the above water molecule in the mercuric carbonic anhydrase
which has been replaced by the Cl~ is probably one of the reasons
for the loss of enzyme activity when Zn2+ is replaced by
Kg . This also breaks the important proton relay hydrogen
bonding through THR1990G to the other active site residues and
the bulk buffer. This is probably another important reason for
the loss of activity. Further investigations are in progress to
compare in detail the native Zn2+ HCAI with Hg2+ HCAI
enzyme.

CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC STUDIES OK CARBONIC ANHYDRASE AT pH6
( v.s. Yadava and K.K.Kannan)

Carbonic anhydrase is one of the fastest known enzyme which
catalyses the reaction CO, + H^O — > HCO3" + H

+ with a high turn
over rate. Above pH 7 the hyaration reaction is favoured while
the reversible dehydration reaction is favoured below pH7.
The coordination geometry around Zn is also expected to be
different in the two pH regions as per spectroscopic
evidence of CO2 substituted enzyme. We have undertaken the study
of carbonic anhydrasel structure at pH6 in order to understand
this phenomena and elucidate the function of the enzyme. Starting
with the native structure without solvent molecules the structure
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has been refined by SRLS method using 14927 reflections to 2A.
The current R-value is 0.20. The Zn2* has HIS94, HIS96 and HIS119
as ligands from the protein. However, the water molecule observed
in structure at pH 8.5 at the fourth coordination site of the
tetrahedrally liganded metal has not been found so far in the
present structure when the refinement gets completed this
structure will be compared with the native HCAI structure at pH
8.5.

HIGH RE8OLUTXOX X-RAY STRUCTURE REflHEMEUT OF KUHAK
CARBONIC AMHYDRASB X (M. Ramanadham and K.K. Kannan)

Carbonic anhydrase is an enzyme that catalyses the reaction
CO, + H20 > HCO3 + H . it is one of the fastest enzyme
catalysts known. Our group has been working on the structures of
human carbonic anhydrase I (HCAI) and its complexes with
inhibitors, in order to provide an insight into its biological
function. Refinement of the native HCAI structure /I,2/ has
been successfully completed and the results have been used to
explain its activity, as well as to provide partial initial
models of various protein inhibitor complexes.

The high resolution refinement of HCAI has been taken up in
order to model the solvent and difficult regions of the protein
more precisely. The high resolution data were collected using the
synchrotron radiation and image plates at the Photon Factory,
Tsukuba, Japan /3/. A set of 35,055 independent observations were
obtained after processing the data, extending upto a d-spacing of
1.3A. The current refinement is planned to be carried out in two
stages. During the first stage, the model is being refined at 2A
resolution. The current R-value for 15,014 observations is
0.167. The model, including about 190 solvent atoms is
being edited on an Silicon Graphics IRIS-4D interactive
graphics system. Once this is done, the model will be subjected
to further refinement by adding data in steps ultimately
resulting in the utilization of all the 35,000 observations. A
few exploration cycles of refinement at this stage using
all the data has indicated no unusual behaviour of the R-factor
as a function of resolution, except a steady increase. This is
not unexpected for a model still not complete in terms of the
solvent structure and occupancies and B-values.

/I/ K.K. Kannan and H. Ramanadham
Int. J. Quantum Chem. XX (1981) 199-209

/2/ K.K. Kannan, M. Ramanadhazn and T.A. Jones
Annals N.Y. Acad. Sci. 429 (1984) 49-60

/3/ K.K. Kannan, Vinay Kumar, S. Chakravarty and S. Padma
Photon Factory Annual Report (1989) 7, 112
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X-RAY STRUCTURE REFINEMENT OF TRICLINIC HEN EGG-WHITE
LVSOZYME AT 1.5A RESOLUTION (M.Ramanadham, L.C. Sieker*
and L.H. Jensen*)

Lysozyme is an enzyme that catalyzes the hydrolysis of the
glycosidic bond between two sugar moities. The structure of hen
egg-white lysozyme in the triclinic form was refined by us,at 2A
resolution to a very low R-value of 0.124 /I,2/. The refinement
is being continued at 1.5A resolution inorder to model more
definitely the partially disordered protein and solvent regions.
For this purpose, 14,659 x-ray structure amplitudes in the
d-spacing range of (10 - 1.54)A were chosen. So far, the
refinement was carried out in three steps. First, 4 cycles of
refinement using 6,769 observations with d>2A was carried out.
The R-value changed from 0.123 to 0.118. Data upto 1.71A
resolution was added, which increased the R-value to 0.150 for
10,816 observations. Four . cycles of refinement brought the
R-value downto 0.137. Finally, 14,659 observations with d>1.54A
were included. The R-value which went upto 0.154 cane down to
0.143 in 4 cycles, and to 0.128 in another four cycles with
relaxed restraints. The solvent structure is being re-edited at
this stage, after which the model will be subjected to further
refinement.

* Dept. of Biological Structure, Univ. of Washington, Seattle

/I/ M. Ramanadham, L.C. Sieker and L.H. Jensen
in the "Immune Response to Structurally Defined Proteins:
The Lysozyme Model" S. Smith-Gill and E. Sercarz (eds),
Adenine Press, New York (1989) 15-24

/2/ M. Ramanadham, L.C. Sieker and L.K. Jensen, Acta Cryst. B*6
(1990) 63-69

X-RAY STUDIES ON THE ANTIBIOTIC ANTITUMOUR PROTEIN
NEOCARZINISTATIN ( M. Ramanadham and L.C. Sieker*)

Neocarzinostatin (NCS) is an antibiotic, antitumour
protein. Its DNA nicking activity is attributed actually to a
non-protein component, a chromphore, complexed with the protein.
The apoprotein, i.e., the inactive protein component is a single
polypeptide chain (apo-NCS) made up of 113 amino-acid residues.
Both NCS and apo-NCS and four heavy atom derivatives of NCS were
crystallized and the structure was solved by Sieker. Extensive
work was done on the model optimization also, but;, the results
were not conclusive. At this stage, this project became a
collaborative effort between BARC and the Seattle groups.

Starting with the MIR map at 2.7A resolution, the protein
model was meticulously reinterpreted,resulting in a much improved
model. Then 2Fp-Fc omit maps were computer using apo-NCS data at
2.25A resolution, and used to improve the model further. At this
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stage, it was decided to reprocess the raw intensity data. Th«
correction factors for absorption and radiation damage were
recomputed and the background reestimated using a 3-point
smoothing for'both NCS and apo-NCS data sets independently. This
resulted in 5814 structure amplitudes for NCS in d-spacing range
of (32.13-2.01)A and 7629 structure amplitudes for apo-NCS in the
d-spacing range of (32.13—1.79)A, both at one-sigma cut-off.

Refinement of apo-NCS model using the reprocessed data by
the method of stereochemically restrained least-squares has
yielded an R-value of 0.156 for a model consisting of all the 778
protein atoms and 267 solvent oxygens. Apart from a more
definitive reinterpretation of the partially disordered solvent,
two arginine side-chains and the 41-44 main chain region need
corrections in the present model.

The refinement against NCS data using an intermediate
apo-NCS model has resulted in an R-value of 0.161. At this
stage,the chromophore could not be modelled. Efforts will be
directed specifically towards achieving this goal in the near
future.

* Dept. of Biological Structure, Univ. of Washington, Seattle

ANALYSIS OF HYDROGEN BONDING IK PROTEINS ON THE BASIS OF
NEUTRON DIFFRACTION STUDIES OF SHALL BIOMOLECOLES
{ M. Ramanadham and R. Chidambaram)

The classic picture of hydrogen bonding in biomolecules is
clearly brought out by helices and sheets in proteins and base
pairs in nucleic acids. However, these examples hardly bring out
the crucial and widely prevailing role played by the
hydrogen-bond interaction in the structure, function and
organization of many vital biomolecules and their aggregates.
Obtaining highly precise information on the hydrogen-atom
stereochemistry in macromolecules and their aggregates, using
x-rays is not feasible owing to the inherent difficulties
associated with the method. On the other hand, analysing the
systematics of hydrogen bonding using the high precision neutron
studies on small bio-molecules can provide a wealth of data on
the systematics of H-bonding. Such an analysis has been carried
out by us earlier on neutron diffraction data from amino acids
and small peptides /I/. Apart from establishing the geometric
criteria for hydrogen bonds involving various donor and acceptor
groups, this analysis has provided H-atom stereochemistry that
can be readily used to generate hydrogen-atom positions and
standard parameters for restrained least-squares refinement of
protein structures using neutron data.

The behaviour of certain hydrogen bonding groups in terms
of their H-bonding capabilities in our earlier analysis
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has prompted us to carry out the present study. The emphasis
here is not on the systematics OJ. different types of hydrogen
bonds, but on the peculiarities of various donor and acceptor
groups. Forty six high-precision neutron studies on amino
acids and small peptides were chosen and their structural
features were minutely analysed. Bond-length, bond strength
correlations were used to connect the hydrogen bonding
capabilities of various donor and acceptor groups to the actually
observed H-bonding environment of them. Very interesting
conclusions have emerged from this analysis. For example,
the donor/acceptor properties of a carboxyl group critically
depend on its state of ionization or protonation. This
knowledge is directly transferable to the highly refined x-
ray protein structures, where hydrogen-atom positions are
not available, and where the two C-O distances are not clearly
distinguishable. Even in those cases where the amino acid
sequence of a protein does not distinguish between an ASP and
ASN or GLU and GLN, one can use the results of the present
analysis to arrive at meaningful conclusions. The only
requirement is that all the non-hydrogen atoms in the protein and
solvent regions are included and refined properly. An application
of these ideas to triclinic lysozymes has been successfully
carried out. Methodology is being worked out in greater detail
by attempting to analyse more neutron studies of bio-molecules,
available in the Cambridge crystallographic database.

/I/ M. Ramanadham and S. Chidambaram in " Advances in
Crystallography", R. Srinivasan (ed.), Oxford & IBH
Publishing Co., New Delhi (1978) 81-103

/2/ R. Chidambaram and M. Ramanadham
Physica B 174, 300-305, (1991)

PROTEIN STRUCTURE^REFINEMENT ON A PARALLEL COMPUTER - X TEST
CASE ( M. Ramanadham)

The program PROLSQ, which performs stereochemically
restrained least-squares refinement of protein structures, has
three main processes in it, viz., (A) computation of
stereochemical parameters and their derivatives, (B) computation
of structure factors and their derivatives and (C) solution of
normal equations y the method of conjugate gradients. A typical
single-cycle run of PROLSQ for the high-resolution refinement of
human carbonic anhydrase I, carried out on an ND-570 computer
required 10,534.4 seconds of ND-500 cpu time. In this run, 8789
variables were refined using 35,010 x-ray observations and 14,622
stereochemical and other restraints. The individual cpu times for
processes A,B and C were found to be 18.1, 10,355.2 and 92.2
seconds respectively. Thus about 98% of the entire time was taken
by process B alone.

One way to speed up the process B is to use an FFT based
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inverse transformation algorithm, instead of the analytical
formulae. This method is significantly faster, but the numerical
values are relatively less precise, because of the assumptions
made while setting up the model Fourier map and estimating the
derivatives. As a result it is better not to use this method
during the final stages of refinement, when the parameter shifts
are quite small.

Another way to speed up the process B is to parallelize it,
and run PROLSQ on a parallel computer. This approach was tried
on PACE-8, an eight node parallel computer at ANURAG, Hyderabad.
The time-gain for the process B in a parallel run was a factor
of about 8 on PACE-8 in comparison with a sequential run on the
same system under identical conditions. A net gain by about a
factor of 3 was achieved between a sequential run on ND-570
and a parallel run on PACE-8. With the enhancements in the
parallel computer, r jrrently being implemented at ANURAG, much
better time gains seem possible in the future. It will be
interesting to take up a similar exercise on a transputer-based
parallel computer in order to have an idea on the relative
merit of these different parallel processing Computer systems.

Owing to the multilevel iterative nature almost all the
crystallographic programs are highly parallelizable as well as
vectorizable. Very considerable time gain about 10 times as
compared to ND-570 was achieved by Dr. Kannan on a i860 based
system, when PROLSQ was run with the vectorize option on.

** Work done at Advanced Numerical Research and Analysis Group
( ANURAG ), Hyderabad. Assistance was rendered for parallelising
PROLSQ. PACE-8 system was made available for this study.

CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC REFINEMENT OF STRUCTURE OF HCAI-AU(CN)2"
COMPLEX (Vinay Kumar and K.K. Kannan)

Refinement of the complex structure was continued from the
previous years and completed during this time. The final R-factor
of the model against 2. 0A resolution data is 17.4%. The
stereochemistry of the final model is good. The highest occupancy
Au(CN)2~ anion is observed to be binding in the active site of
HCAI enzyme with Zn-N distance of 3.5A. Unlike many other anionic
inhibitors, the active site Au(CN)2~ anion does not remove the
Zn(II) bound activity linked water molecule. The N atom of
Au(CN)2" anion is observed to be within H-bonding distance to the
Zn(II) bound water molecule. The inhibition of HCAI enzyme by
Au(CN),~ anion can be explained on the basis of possible changes
in the active site H-bonding pattern proposed earlier as
efficient proton transfer pathway.
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REFINEMENT OF CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF BUFFALO CARBONIC
ANHYDRASE II (BCAII) AGAINST 2.1A RESOLUTION DATA
(Vinay Kumar and K.K. Kannan)

In the previous years, the crystal structure of the enzyme
was solved by molecular replacement method and refined against
2.77A diffraction data collected using x-ray radiation from
Rotating anode x-ray generator. To interpret the enzymatic
function at molecular level, it is essential to improve the
accuracy of atomic coordinates by refining the structure against
high resolution data. The high resolution data for BCAII,
extending upto 2.0A, was collected using synchrotron radiations
at photon factory, Japan. The crystal structure of BCAII
determined earlier with the 2.77A data was refined against high
resolution data extending upto 2.1A by the stereochemical
restrained least square (SRLSQ) method and manual model building
on IRIS-3000 silicon graphics system. Total of 186 solvent
molecules were identified from difference Fourier maps and
subsequently refined for positional and isotropic B-value. The
final R-factor for the model with good stereochemistry is 21.6%.
Improvement is also observed in the previously poorly defined
regions of polypeptide chain. The refined structure is being
compared with the other known CA enzymes to elucidate notable
difference responsible for variations in the catalytic efficiency
of different isoforms of CA enzymes.

MODELLING OF SUBSTRATE CO2 IN THE ACTIVE SITE OF HCAI
( Vinay Kumar and K.K. Kannan)

The knowledge of enzyme-substrate interactions is of
paramount importance to understand the functional details of an
enzyme at molecular level. CA enzymes catalyze the hydration of
C02 with an immense speed. The high turnover number of catalyzed
reaction makes it difficult to study directly the productive
binding of the substrate, CO,, in the active site of CA enzymes.
We have recently attempted to model the binding of CO, in the
active site of HCAI, by making use of results from kinetic and
x-ray diffraction studies of various anionic inhibitor complexes
of different CA enzymes- HCAI-Iodide, HCAI-Au(cn),~,
HCAII-SCN". The modelling studies provide results consistent with
the earlier proposal of Kannan and more recent work of MD by many
other research groups. However, it is concluded that modelling
studies alone cannot answer this key question very precisely.
These results should be subjected to MD research for elucidating
exactly the binding mode of substrate CO2 and HCO3~.

CRYSTALLOGRAPHXC INVESTIGATION OF HCAI-HCO," COMPLEX
( Vinay Kumar and K.K. Kannan)

HCO3~ anion, the substrate for the CA catalysed reverse
reaction, inhibit CO2 hydration reaction at basic pH. We have
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successfully complexed HCO3~ anion with HCAI enzyme and collected
data upto 1.8A resolution for the complex using
synchrotron source. We have recently refined the crystal
structure of the complex against 2.0A data. HCO3~ anion is
observed to be binding to essential Zn(II) ion in a identate
fashion. This is the first direct evidence of substrate
interactions with CA enzymes. The structure is currently being
refined against 1.8A resolution data to increase the accuracy of
atomic coordinates. The results, are of importance in
understanding the enzymatic function of CA enzymes at
molecular level.

CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC REFINEMENT OF HCAI-SULPONAMIDE DRUG
COMPLEXES (S.Chakravarty and K.K. Kannan)

Sulfonamide drugs are known to cure Glaucoma by
inhibiting Carbonic Anhydrase enzyme. In order to understand the
mechanism of drug action at the molecular level,
refinement of a number of sulfonamide drugs- Human Carbonic
Anhydrase I complex structures was continued. Refinement
was carried out using Hendrickson's stereochemical least
squares PROTIN/PROLSQ package implemented on UNIX-RISC system.
Cycles of refinement were interspersed with calculations of
difference Fourier electron density maps and inspection
of these maps along with editing of model on Silicon graphics-4D
graphics workstation. While Fourier maps were calculated
with (2|Fo|-|Fc|) and (|Fo|-|FcJ)as coefficients using PROTEIN
package as implemented on UNIX-RISC system graphics display and
model aditing were carried out using TOM version of
FRODO package. Details of refinement for individual drug
complexes are briefly sketched below. Human Carbonic Anhydrase I
will be referred as HCAI hereafter.

HCAI- ACETAZOLAMIDE COMPLEX
(S.Chakravarty and K.K.Kannan)

Refined coordinates of the native HCAI enzyme were
taken as the starting model for refinement after dropping
the solvent molecules. The observed structure amplitudes from
the data of the complex collected on the Synchrotron source in
Japan were scaled using an absolute scale factor determined
through Wilson's statistics. The overall temperature factor
thus determined was refined in the initial stages using
reflections within the 7.0-2.5 A° resolution shell when the R-
factor dropped from 0.306 to 0.270.

The refined overall temperature factor was assigned to
each atom and individual temperature factor refinement was
carried out initially using data lying within the
8.0-2.2 A° shell and gradually extending it to 10-1.97 A° limit.
Weights were assigned to restraints on distances, planes,
chiral centres, Van der Waal's contacts, torsion angles and
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temperature factors. In general, weights favoured the model
in the initial stages and the diffraction pattern later .
Sometimes weights were alternately tightened on the model
and structure amplitudes to give a low R-factor along with
reasonable model geometry.

After the first ten cycles of individual
temperature factor refinement, the AF electron density map was
inspected. Except the acetamido group, the electron density
corresponding to the rest of the drug molecule was clearly
visible in the active site of the enzyme. Coordinates
of Acetazolamide as reported in the triclinic unit cell
were orthogonalized and transferred to the HCAI cell and
incorporated into the FRODO dictionary using FRDICT. This model
of the drug molecule was adjusted to fit into the electron
density and coordinates of the atoms of the drug thus fitted
served as the starting model for the rest of the
refinement. Acetazolamide was also incorporated into PROTIN
restraints dictionary after calculating the relative
coordinates of all the atoms with respect to the sulphur atom in
the thiadiazole ring chosen as the origin within the molecule.

Thirty one cycles of refinement were carried out before
the R-factor dropped to 0.198 with 148 solvent molecules in
the model. Since a AF electron density map at this stage
did not still reveal the acetamido part of the drug
molecule, a preliminary statistical analysis was carried
out to check the consistency between this data set and the
earlier one collected on conventional X-ray films and
generator. Variation of the percentage discrepancy between the
two data sets was examined as a function of resolution. Since no
abnormal behaviour of the scale or the temperature factor was
noticed, further refinement was carried out using the
precession photographic data of the complex. After 58 cycles,
the R-factor is 0.190 with the model having a good
stereochemistry.

RMS Delta:
a)Bonded distances : 0.017 A°
b)Angle distances : 0.019 A°
c)Torsion angles distances : 0.039 A°
d)Chiral centre volumes: 0.151 A°
e)Planar deviation : 0.016 A°
f)Van der waal's contacts: 0.188-0.387 A°
There are 275 solvent molecules and occupancies of all
solvent molecules and atoms of the drug molecule have
been refined. Interpretations of various atomic interactions
and comparisons with other sulfonamide drug complexes are being
carried out to elucidate the role of the drug in the inhibition
of the enzyme.
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HCAI-METHA2OLAMIDE COMPLEX
( S.Chakravarty and K.K.Kannan)

This drug is structurally analogous to acetazolaiaide
except a methyl group substitution in the 3- position of
the thiadiazole ring. Pharmacologically, methazolamide has a
higher potency with lesser side effects. Data collected for this
complex on Synchrotron source were properly scaled using Wilson
statistics and initial individual temperature factors assigned in
the same manner as described earlier. Refined coordinates
of native HCAI were taken as the starting model for refinement
after dropping the solvent molecules.

After the first four cycles of overall
temperature factor refinement, visual inspection of A F
Fourier map showed the electron density corresponding to
the sulfonamido group clearly but the rest of the .drug
molecule was poorly defined. Since the crystallographic
structure of Methazolamide was not known, this molecule was
constructed from a knowledge of connectivities alone using
a modified version of FRDICT and the sulfamido group fitted
into the partial electron density in the active site
after incorporating it into the FRODO dictionary. The
coordinates of the enzyme-inhibitor complex thus fitted served as
the starting model for the rest of the refinement.
Methazolamide was also incorporated into PROTIN restraints
dictionary using the ring sulphur atom as the origin for
determining the relative coordinates of the rest of the molecule.

71 cycles of refinement have been carried out
using 15177 reflections lying between 10.0-1.97A resolution.
The R-factor is 0.185 and the details of RMS
deviations of various model parameters as follows:

RMS Delta:
a)Bonded distances : 0.016 A°
b)Angle distances : 0.019 A°
c)Torsion angles distances : 0.039 A°
d)Chiral centre volumes: 0.0205 A
e)Planar deviation : 0.020 A°
f)Van der waal's contacts: 0.174-0.327 A°
g)Torsion angles: 3.8 - 33.0 degrees
Various interactions of the drug with the enzyme are being worked
out.

HCAI-AMSULF COMPLEX AMD OTHER SULFONOMIDB DRUGS
(S.Chakravarthy and K.K.Kannan)

Precession film data for this 3 acetoxymercuri, 4-amino
benzene sulfonamide had been collected earlier but electron
density maps had not revealed the detailed interactions of this
drug molecule with the protein. It is well known that the
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inhibition constant for this drug is lower than that of the
heterocyclic drugs described earlier. Initial A F electron
density map with the starting model and scaled film data shows
sulfamido group clearly in the active site of the enzyme.The
remaining part of the drug molecule was not clearly
visible. Since the crystallographic structure of this drug
molecule is not known, it has been modelled in the active
site using various analogous small molecule structures. After
24 cycles of refinement and model fitting, the sulfanilamide
group is clearly visible in the active site of the enzyme. One
mercury atom has been located near the SG of Cys212 and another
one near ILE189. Current R factor is 0.245 using data upto 2 A°
resolution and the refined native enzyme without solvent
molecules as the starting model. Further refinement work is in
progress to explain the function of this inhibitor. Data of
three other sulfonamide complexes of HCAI was collected on the
National Area Detector facility at IISc.,Bangalore. Merging R-
factors range from 3.7 to 5.1 % for the three data
sets. Preliminary difference Fourier electron density maps show
weak binding of the drugs in the active site of the enzyme.
Refinement and further data collection work is in progress.

ENHANCEMENT OF BIGNAL-TO-NOI8E RATIO IN HIGH PRESSURE
POWDER DIFFRACTION PATTERNS (S.Chakravarthy)

Two dimensional powder diffraction patterns collected on
films have an increasingly poorer signal-to-noise ratio with
increasing pressures on the sample. At high enough pressures,
this ratio has to be enhanced in order to carry out an accurate
film measurement of the data. A new algorithm based on random
noise generation and subsequent averaging of intensities of
points belonging to same Bragg spacings was developed to
process powder diffraction film data digitised on the
microdensitometer. The method was tested successfully on the
data of RbCl collected at lOKbar using a high pressure
cell in the High Pressure Physics Division, B.A.R.C.
Positions of all the peaks including a doublet were
reproduced correctly with an average FWHM of 0.2, for each peak.
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H OTHER EXPERIMENTAL ACTIVITIES

EFFECT OF LATTICE ANISOTROPY OH THE STRUCTURE OF DLA
(A.S.Paranjpe)

Aim in conducting the present experiment was to observe the
effect of the crystal structure of the aggregating particles on
their diffusion limited aggregates. Ideal diffusion limited
aggregates of metal particles were generated in two dimensions by
electroless deposition technique /I/. Metal aggregates were
generated for (1) the same metal using its two different salts
(copper aggregates generated using copper sulphate and copper
chloride solutions), (2) two metals having the same crystal
structure (copper and silver, fee structure), (3) a metal having
different crystal structure (zinc, hep structure). Aggregates are
obtained at solution concentration of 0.4m and 1.0m.

Results indicate that all the three metal aggregates have a
random tree like texture at lower concentration with a
dimensionality /I/ between 1.50 and 1.70.

At higher concentration (c =* 1.0 M), copper aggregates thicken
but the overall microscopic texture remains same. The branches
are curved with many branch splittings. Silver aggregates develop
a threaded texture with very long curved fibres without much
branching, although small tooths are seen on these threads,
making them appear like a wire fencing. For zinc aggregates,
though the tree like texture is preserved, it is different from
the copper trees. The branches are straight and have a fish bone
texture with branching angle of about 60°. Thus copper and zinc
aggregates have different microscopic structures.

Computer simulation experiments /2/ indicate that in the
asymptotic limit (number of aggregating particles approaching
infinity) the aggregate morphology depends upon the underlying
crystal lattice. It was predicted that for very large number of
particles, OLA clusters should develop into needle crystals with
growth along lattice axes. It was also shown that in the
asymptotic limit, these aggregates are nonfractal objects. He
have generated very large aggregates (- 10 sq.mm), where the
number of particles is much large compared to that attainable in
any computer simulation experiments. Yet, statistically they fail
to exhibit growth along preferred directions.

A qualitative explanation for this observation can be given as
follows : in the computer experiments, although the aggregation
is diffusion limited, the underlying lattice is taken as an
infinite lattice. In practice, for DLA processes as in our
experiments, a particle gets captured at the potential site only
when it gets to such a site by random Brownian motion and not by
Brownian motion on an infinite lattice. The particle experiences
the interparticle interaction force when it reaches near the
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aggregate. Thus, effect of lattice anisotropy of the aggregating
particles is experienced over a short range. Again, a small
amount of random distortion of the lattice may occur at each
additional site. Thus, the effect of lattice anisotropy may not
be manifested macroscopically, though perceived locally. A
comparison with computer simulation experiments incorporating
random distortion of the lattice at every site may throw more
light on the actual nature of intermolecular forces at the active
site in DLA.

/I/ A.S.Paranjpe, Sandhya B.Tamhane and H.B.Vasan, Physics
Letters A140, 193 (1989)

/2/ J.Nittmann and H.E.Stanley, Nature 921, 663 (1986).

NOVEL PATTERNS WITH RADIAL MORPHOLOGY IN TWO DIMENSIONS
(A.S.Paranjpe)

Patterns observed in diffusion controlled non-equilibrium
systems exhibit rich morphologies with variation of control
parameters. We have generated beautiful two dimensional (2-d )
patterns on glass substrates by aggregation of solute particles
from solutions. Solutes used are sucrose, glucose and lactose
with water as a solvent. The concentration range studied is .005M
to 0.1M. The solutions are spread [0.5 ml per sq. in] on glass
slides cleaned ultrasonically with suitable solvents. The slides
are kept in a constant temperature bath at 25°c on leveled
benches. Patterns are observed after about three months which is
the time required for their formation.

Glucose patterns have a typical dense branching morphology
(DBM) with formation of concentric rings as envelop, modulated by
leading branch tips /I/ (Plate la). The branches are quite thin
and pattern appears like radially branching trees without leaves.
The branches show extinctions under crossed polarizers. The
boundaries between two circular domains are curved. In the
absence of sufficient anisotropy to give dendritic growth,
repeated tip slitting dominates the interfacial tension giving
rise to such patterns.

In the case of sucrose, patterns appear to be growing radially
with circular boundaries as envelops (Plate Ib). However, tip

Plate la Plate Ib Plate Ic
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splitting leading to dense branching is absent. Small
crystallites seem to line up along the radius. Extinctions are
observed under crossed polarizers parallel to their axes
indicating radial alignment of crystal axes. The boundaries
between two domains are sometimes linear.

Lactose patterns are characterised by radial growth of long,
fibre like crystallites (Plate Ic). Extinction cross is observed
under crossed polarisers parallel to their axes. Boundaries
between two domains are straight and circular envelops are not
found.

In all three cases, thickness of the boundary characterised by
absence of material, increases with increasing solution
concentration.

Observation of circular phase boundary in case of sucrose and
glucose can be interpreted as follows: The stability of the shape
of a phase boundary depends upon whether a perturbation in the
shape can decay or grow as a function of time. Any perturbation
in the shape of the surface will cause a concentration gradient
along the surface of the interface. If surface tension is large,
this gradient will be quickly smoothed out, thus leading to the
decay of the perturbation /2/. In other words, if time required
for forming new precipitates is very large compared to the time
required to smooth out any concentration gradient along the
surface of the interface, the perturbation will decay. Shape of
the precipitate will thus be preserved. In addition, if
anisotropic effects are not dominant, the precipitate will grow
symmetrically, thus leading to a radial growth with circular
envelop. These conditions are satisfied for sucrose and glucose
because of their high solubility in water and hygroscopic nature.

In the case of lactose, dendritic growth or DBM are not
observed because of lack of tip splitting. Also, solvent
evaporation rate is pretty fast (about twelve times) compared to
that for glucose and sucrose hence a circular boundary is
probably not preserved.

The patterns observed in the present experiments have unique
features and will open up new avenues for theories and computer
simulation experiments.

/I/ G.Deutscher, P.Garik, N.D.Goldenfeld and Y.Lareah, Physical
Review Letters 57, 1903 (1986)

/2/ W.W.Mullins and R.F.Sekerka, J.Appl.Phys.34, 323 (1963)
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STUDIES ON THE FERROELASTIC-FERROELECTRIC AND SUPERIONIC
PROPERTIES OF POTASSIUM TITANYL PHOSPHATE (KTP) AMD ITS ISOMORPHS
(M.S.Somayazulu and P.U.M.Sastry)

Single crystals of KTP were grown by the flux method using a
metaphosphate flux and well characterized. X-ray (powder and
single crystal) studies, birefringence, dielectric and
conductivity studies have revealed the existence of a structural
instability at 324 K for the first time. This has been confirmed
from calorimetry studies also. It is believed that the structural
instability in KTP is correlated to the high degree of pseudo-
tetragonal ity that this material exhibits at room temperature.
High temperature x-ray powder diffraction studies have been
performed upto the melting point of KTP (at around 1400K) and has
confirmed that there is no actual orthorhombic - tetragonal
structural transition occurring in this compound.

KTP is known to undergo a super-ionic transition at 200K. In
an effort to study the dependence of this transition temperature
on the polarizible species (which are the TiO6 octahedra),
partial and/or full replacement of TiO (titanyl) group by ZrO
(Zirconyl), SnO(stannyl) and VO (Vanadyl) group is being
attempted. Replacement of TiO by 0.15 ZrO, SnO and VO has been
completed. The superionic - ionic transition is found to increase
systematically with a decrease, in the polarizability of the
'cage' surrounding the K+ super-ion.

Single crystals of the high Tc superconductor YBa2Cu3O7_x
have been grown upto sizes in the range of 3x3x0.5 mm. A study on
the post-growth oxygen annealing treatment has shown that even
after extended oxygen treatment, only the surface of the crystals
is superconducting at 9 OK whereas the bulk of the crystal is
found to be superconducting at 50K. These studies have indicated
that the crucial factor in the post-growth annealing of the
crystals is a high oxygen pressure rather than the time over
which the annealing is carried out.

EVALUATION OF SPONTANEOUS STRAIN OF Y-Ba-CU-0 WITH
TEMPERATURE AND OXYGEN STOICHIOMETRY (P.U.M. Sastry, V.K. Wadhawan
and M.S. Somayazulu)

YBa2Cu307_x (High Tc superconductor) loses oxygen as
temperature is raised followed by a structural phase transition.
The spontaneous strain tensor (Es), an indicator of anisotropy in
the system, also varies accordingly with temperature and
stoichiometry. Using the combined XRD and thermogravimetry data
Es(x, T) is computed in the ferroelastic phase.

The observed anomalies in ES(T) at fixed stoichiometries (x)
are interpreted in terms of changes in basal plane oxygen vacancy
ordering. The temperatures T m l and Tm2 at which minima (maxima)
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occurs follow a systematic trend as the stoichiometry changes.
Similar anomalous behavior of cell volume is o!-r -srved.

ANOMALIES IN THE STRUCTURAL AND DIELECTRIC BEHAVIOUR OF
KTiOPO4(M.S. Somayazulu, P.U.H. Sastry and V.K.Wadhawan)

KiOPO4 crystal is used in lasers for second harmonic
generation. Single crystals of KTOP are grown by flux method.
Lattice parameters (a,b,c) of the single crystal are measured at
different temperatures using powder XRD. (a-2b), a measure of
pseudo tetragonality of the lattice, is observed to approach to
zero at 324 K with an increase again above 324 K. Specific heat
jump and change in frequency dependence of Tan(s33) are also
observed at 324 K, thus indicating a possible crossover behavior
at 324 K.

BOND SUSCEPTIBILITY AND LINEAR ELECTRO-OPTIC EFFECT OF KTP
(P.U.M. Sastry)

The nonlinear optical coefficients of KTP.. which are
comparatively large, depend on the distortion of the TiO6
octahedra in KTP. It is proposed in literature that the short Ti-
0 bond is contributing maximum to these properties. To
investigate the importance of short Ti-0 bonds, the contribution
from all the bonds of KTP to linear electro-optic effect is
estimated. The calculated linear electro-optic coefficients and
susceptibility are in agreement with the experiment. As a result,
the importance of substitution of Ti with some other element that
changes the distortion and hence nonlinear optical properties is
indicated.

IONIC CONDUCTIVITY AND DIELECTRIC BEHAVIOUR OF XTP WITH
VARIOUS SUBSTITUTIONS (P.U.M. Sastry, M.S.Somayazulu
and A. Segueira)

Pure and doped samples of polycrystalline KTP are prepared
with various substitutions (partially to start with) like Nb, Zr,
Sn, V in the place of Ti, to study the effect on the ionic
conductivity and dielectric properties of KTP. The ionic
conductivity transition temperature is found to be shifting
slightly with 15 percent substitution with some of the above
elements. To study the corresponding change in crystal structure,
neutron diffraction experiment is done on pure KTP as a baseline
for the doped compounds and the pattern is fitted using Rietveld
method.
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OPTICAL CHARACTERISATION OF BIREFRINGEMT CRYSTALS
(P.U.M. Sastry, M.S.Somayazulu and V.K. Hadhawan)

An existing birefringence-measurement instrument is extended
with an X-Y stage to scan the birefringence of optically
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transparent crystal locally over an area of th« crystal. This is
used to monitor the structural changes such as local distortions,
thus estimating the optical quality of the crystal.

The stage along with the sample moves under the microscope.
Two col lima tors of size of the order of 100 microns each, are
arranged above and below the sample through which light of He-He
laser passes. The final intensity from the rotating analyzer is
monitored with a locking amplifier controlled by a personal
computer. Thus scanning of a mica sheet is demonstrated. Changs
in birefringence across the domain walls of KTiOPO. crystal is
monitored. The sensitivity of the instrument is of the order of
10"6.

DETERMINATION OF OXYGEN STOICHIOMETRY OF SOME HIGH-TO OXXDKS
(S. Mazumder )

The usual thermogravimetric analysis involving reduction un-
der hydrogen on the material of the kind YBa2 (C^i-x Mx^3. °7-s
(M- Hg, Zn) poses a problem because of simultaneous reduction of
both Cu and H contents of these oxides and volatilisation loss of
H.

A new methodology has been adopted for the determination of
oxygen stoichiotnetry as a function of temperature for the
material of the above kind. The method involves heating of the
sample upto 930° C and slow cooling (l°C/min) under pure oxygen
upto 25 C followed by reduction under hydrogen in a thermo-
balance. Both Cu and M contents of the oxide reduces to metallic
state under hydrogen at about 900° C. Then the sample is kept at
980° C for sufficiently long period such that M is completely
removed by volatilisation. This helped in establishing the com-
position of the reduced product and thereby oxygen stoichiometry
of the oxide.

Work done in collaboration with Metallurgy Division.

DYNAMICS OF ADSORBED BENZENE IN NaY ZEOLITE AND AMMONIUM ION
IN (NR4)2BeF4 (S.Basu and P.S.Goyal)

He have tried to study dynamics of adsorbed benzene in NaY
zeolite using Rotating Crystal Spectrometer ( RCS ) at CIRUS.
The chemical formula for this zeolite is Na56si-i36°384A156 >
space group Fd3m. This has got two types of cavities, a cavities
and 6 cavities. Benzene gets trapped in a cages. The zeolite
was heated under vacuum to remove adsorbed water from the
cavities. Then benzene vapour was introduced in the heating
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chamber. The sample was weighed before and after loading of
benzene to estimate the quantity of loaded gas. The sample was
put in a sealed container during RCS run. Fig.l gives the data
of one run. The asymmetry is inherent to the resolution
function.

We have studied the rotational dynamics of HH4 ion in
(NH4}2BeF4 at RCS, CIRUS. We have analysed the data with an
asymmetric resolution function (see Fig.2) which was not done
earlier. This work is still in progress.

NaY Zeolite
Loading

Benzene
2 Mol IK cage

0=79 A"1

T- 300K

Time of F Ugh: (ju sec/rr, J
Fig.l. TOF data for benzene loaded in zeolite NaY for a loading
of 2 mol/tf cage. The solid line is a guide to the eye to
emphasize the asymmetry. The asymmetry is due to the resolution
function. A single Lorentzian gives - E 130 peV; t - 30 psec
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Fig.2. TOF data froa (KH4)2 BeF4 . The solid line shows the
resolution function. A oingle Lorentzian for the QE part gives
E - 360 f*eV; t - 10 psec
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I THEORY

PRESSURE INDUCED AMORPHIZATXON OF QUARTZ BY MOLECDLAll
DYNAMICS SIMULATION (S.L.Chaplot and S.K.Sikka )

We report studies using lattice statics, lattice dynamics,
and molecular-dynamics computer simulation /I/ on quartz to
understand its ainorphization /2/ induced by high pressure above
20 GPa, using an ab initio interatomic pair potential /3/
obtained from model clusters.

The simulation at 300 K produces a first order phase
transition at about 22 GPa involving partial change of silicon
coordination from tetrahedral to octahedral, and volume drop by
about 10%. The various pair-correlation function show an
amorphous like transformation. At 1600K the transition pressure
is reduced by about 5 GPa and complete octahedral coordination is
obtained as expected from experiment /2/. Results on the crystal
structural parameters of quartz as a function of pressure upto 15
GPa agree well with those from X-ray diffraction /4/. Similar
work on A1PO4 and LiKSO4 has also been carried out /5/.

*High Pressure Physics Division

/I/ S.L. Chaplot, Current Science 55, 949 (1986)
/2/ R.J. Hemley et al.. Nature 334, 52 (1988)
/3/ S. Tsuneyuki et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 61, 869 (1988)
/4/ R.M. Ha2en et al., Solid State Commun. (1989) 72, 507
/5/ S.L.Chaplot and S.K.Sikka, XIII AIRAPT Imt. Conf. High

Pressure Sci. and Technology, Bangalore (1991)

ANALYTICAL SOLUTION OF BEAN'S MODEL FOR AN ELLIPTICAL
CYLINDER WITH FIELD-DEPENDENT CRITICAL CURRENT DENSITY
(K.V.Bhagwat and P.Chaddah)

Analytical solutions for the Bean's critical state model for
infinitely long cylindrical samples in a longitudineil field have
been obtained in the literature for circular, square and
rectangular cross-sections. Analytical solution for a cylindrical
sample with elliptical cross-section was attempted by Campbell
and Evetts for the case of constant critical current density.
However, their solution remains valid only for applied fields
that are small compared with the field for full flux penetration.
We have outlined a procedure for treating a cylindrical sample of
arbitrary cross-section with a critical current density, JC(B),
an arbitrary function of the local field B. By introducing a new
variable h =/d|B| /u Jc(|B|),we find that the equation,
curl B =uo Jc( B )1, that determines the field distribution
within the sample can be reduced to a unique form
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( 6h/gx) 2 + ( Sh/ 6y) 2 - l (l)

The solutions of Eq.(l) for an elliptical cylinder can be
obtained in the form of constant-h contours having the
parametric form

x = [{a2/4 (f) - |hA-h| ) cos2 |h£h| i
[ { / ( ) | A | )

y = [(b2/A(v) - |h£-h| ] sin* (2)

where a and b refer to the semimajor and semiminor axes of the
elliptical cross-section and (AV) - (a2 cos2 >" + b2 sin2 V J1'2.
The variation of 9 is restricted to the ranges ( VO(H) ,w-Po(H))
and (w + VO(H), 2JT- )" O(H)) with H - |hA - h| and

yo(H) = 0, H < b2/a

b 2/^ (yo(H)) - H H > b2/a

With the solution (2), it is possible to express the virgin
and hysteresis magnetization of the sample in terns of
quadratures. For a constant critical current density the results
can be expressed in terms of incomplete elliptic integrals. For
the exponentially decaying critical current density the integrals
have to be performed numerically.

GEOMETRIC PHASE IN NEUTRON 8PECTROMETRY
( A.G.Wagh and V.C.Rakhecha)

It was 35 years ago that Pancharatnam encountered an
"unexpected geometrical result", viz. the geometric phase, for
polarisation circuits of light on the Poincare sphere. Geometric
phase was rediscovered recently /2,3/ in the context of
excursions of a quanta1 system round closed circuits in parameter
space.

We have separated the dynamical and geometric components
/4,5/ of the phase acquired by a spin-1/2 particle in traversing
an arbitrary closed circuit on the spin sphere. We have
investigated the dependence of spinor phase on the orientation
of its precession axis. We have shown that a misorientation
60 between two identical jr-flippers placed in the two arms of a
neutron interferometer generates a purely geometric phase shift
±Sfi, the sign depending on the initial spin state (ref. Fig.l).
Since this phenomenon converts a rotation into a phase, it is the
reverse of up-down spin super-position. For two aligned dual
flippers, a reversal of current in one flipper changes 5/3 from O
to r and acts as an electronic gate switching the outgoing
neutron intensity from the 0 to the H beam. We have proved that
this effect stems directly from the anticommutivity of two
orthogonal components of the Pauli spin operator.
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On the other hand, a relative translation between the two
flippers along the beam path has been shown to result in a phase
shift of purely dynamical origin. We have interpreted the
temporal quantum beats /6/ in polarised neutron interferometry
observed by the Vienna group as a manifestation of a time-

Fig. 1. Trajectories 1 and 2 traversed on the spin sphere under
the action of two identical -if-flippers misoriented by an
angle &p about the z-axis

proportional geometric phase. We have carried out a detailed
analysis of the time evolution of phase /7/ in a radiofrequency
rf flipper (Fig.2) and delineated its dynamical and geometric
components. A time-proportional phase appearing in a (2n+l) it rf
flipper corresponds to an exchange of an rf photon, whereas it
cancels out in a 2mr flip.

A proposal for a set of three neutron interferometric
experiments aimed at studying the topological aspect of spinor
phase and verifying the Pauli operator anticommutivity put up by
us jointly with the Vienna-based group has been accepted by
Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL) in Grenoble, France.
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A(t = t0)

X-*

Fig. 2. Spin trajectories AC A' and ABA' in the rotating and
laboratory frames respectively produced by an rf -yf-flipper
(cf. ref. /7/).

/I/ S. Pancharatnan, Proc. Ind. Acad. Sci. A44 (1956) 247
/2/ M.V.Berry, Proc. R.Soc. London A392 (1984) 45
/3/ Y.Aharanov, and J. Anandan, Phys. Rev. Lett. 58 (1987) 1593
/4/ A.G. Wagh, Phys. Lett. A146 (1990) 369
/5/ A.G.Wagh and V.C.Rakhecha, Phys. Lett. A148 (1990) 17
/6/ G.Badurek, H.Rauch and D.Tuppinger, Phys. Rev. A34 (1986) 2600
/!/ A.G.Wagh and V.C.Rakhecha in Proc. Intl. Conf. Quantum Optics

(Hyderabad, 1991)

UNDERSTANDING ATOMIC COLLISIONS THE FRACTAL WAY
( A.G.Wagh and S.K. Gupta )

We have formulated a scheme for idealised elastic collision
cascades /I/ of atomic projectiles in amorphous targets governed
by power law (r"s) potentials, within this scheme, a projectile
traverses a mean free path, collides with a stationary target
atom and scatters off carrying a fixed fraction a of its original
energy and therefore at a fixed angle e dictated by conservation
laws. The scattering populates all azimuthal directions on the
8-cone uniformly due to the isotropy of the target.After the
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collision, the mean free path reduces by a factor a 2/* and the
process continues, generating a collision cascade. The
statistical ensemble of all such projectile cascades exhibits
fractal self-similarity and cylindrical symmetry. We have
exploited these features to extract useful physical information
from these mathematical monsters. We have derived analytic
expressions for the first and second moments of the projectile
range distributions in both longitudinal and transverse
directions. The results, incorporating a new prescription for
a obtained by us, compare reasonably with those of elaborate
computations made elsewhere. We have also characterised the
spatial bounds of the ensemble and stipulated conditions under
which it can reach the target surface and cause sputtering.

Nuclear Physics Division

/!/ A.G. Wagh and S.K.Gupta, Phys., Lett. A146 (1990) 511

GENERALISED FORMALISM FOR MULTIPLE SMALL-ANGLE SCATTERING
(S. Mazumder)

A generalised formalism on multiple small-angle scattering
from a polydispersed medium has been developed. The nature of the
extractable information from both the Guinier regime and the
Porod regime of the scattering profile has been obtained for
medium with and without significance of the statistical nature.
The statistical nature of the medium becomes pronounced when the
linear dimension of the inhomogeneities become comparable to the
scattering mean free path. A medium where the inhomogeneities are
small compared to the scattering mean free path of the radiation
has been termed as effective medium.

It has been found that the statistical nature of the medium
modulates the scattering profile vis-a-vis that obtained for an
effective medium. The modulation effect could be broadening or
narrowing of the scattering profile depending upon the nature of
the scattering medium. The developed formalism also correctly
describes the radiation transport in a statistical purely absor-
bing medium.

This work has been done in discussion with Dr. A. Sequeira.

ON THE KINETICS OF CLUSTER AGGREGATION PROCESSES IN ONB
DIMENSION ( S.L. Narasimhan)

Aggregation of clusters, domains or droplets provides a basic
description for many nonequilibrium phenomena /I/. A fundamental
quantity characterizing the kinetic evolution of such systems is
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the time-dependent cluster-size distribution, C^ft). It has been
demonstrated /2/ that Ck(t) shows a power-law dependence not only
on time, t, but also on the cluster size, k, in the asymptotic
time limit. For a given initial distribution of monomers, Spouge
/3/ has shown that Cj,(t) can be calculated exactly in one
dimension if the probability, a(x,t), that two particles
initially separated by a distance z will meet in time t, is
known. In deriving this expression, only the following facts
relating to the topology of one dimensional real line have been
used: (i) By the time a given pair of particles aggregates, all
the particles that might have been there -in between them would
have also aggregated; (ii) A given pair of particles will meet
some time or the other. In other words, Spouge's formula for
Cj^t) can be used for any general transport process that might
bring about aggregation in one dimension.

For example, we can use the formalism of Klafter, Blumen
and Shlesinger /4/ to obtain the asymptotic form of a(x,t) for
anomalous transport of particles, both in the dispersive and in
the enhanced diffusive cases. Upon substituting this form of
a(x,t) in the Spouge's formula, we can immediately obtain /6/
corresponding asymptotic behavior for Ck(t).

One can carry out simulation experiments to verify this
result. In the standard algorithm, one chooses cluster at random
and moves it by one lattice unit either left or right with equal
probability; the clock is updated by one unit of time per
monomer. When two clusters meet, they coalesce into a single
cluster. If the cluster moves by a large distance, the clock has
to be updated by the square of the distances moved per monomer in
order that the motion remains asymptotically diffusive. However,
this would introduce position-dependent drifts into the system. A
scheme for offsetting these drifts can be devised and faster
algorithm for the diffusion limited cluster aggregation process
constructed /5/.

/I/ 'Kinetics of Aggregation and Gelation', edited by F. Family
and D.P. Landau (Elsevier, New York 1984)

/2/ To Vicsek and F. Family, Phys. Rev. Lett. 52 (1984), 1669
/3/ J.L. Spouge, Phys. Rev. Lett. 60, (1988), 871
/4/ J.Klafter, A.Blumen and M.F.Shlesinger, Phys.Rev.A35,

(1987) 3081
/5/ S.L. Narasimhan, Phys. Rev. A41 (1990), 5561
/6/ S.L. Narasinuan, Phys. Rev. A42,(1990), 6243
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NUCLEAR RADIATION DETECTORS
(Y.D.Dande, P.K.Dayanidhi, S.S.Desai, A.K.Patra and R.S.Udyavar)

A total of 21 standard BF, and 3He filled neutron counters and
28 x-ray counters were fabricated for various users, including
Defence Lab, Jodhpur. In addition, 2 Nos. of 900mm long and 1 No.
of 500mm long linear Position Sensitive Detectors (PSDs) for
neutrons were fabricated, tested and installed at Dhruva during
this period. The PSDs showed excellent linearity over 90% of the
sensitive length with a position resolution of about 6mm FWHM.
These detectors have now been installed in the high Q and the
medium resolution spectrometers. The old high resistance (8
Kn/mm) linear X-ray PSD was tested with a collimated (100 urn)
beam of 5.9 KeV photons and a position resolution of around 450
urn has been achieved.

The fabrication of MWPC for SANS is continuing. The
torrispherical dished-ends have been fabricated and the other
parts are in the final stages of machining. The three wire planes
with an active area of 390 x 390 mm2 have been completed. At
present, welding trials are in progress on dummy Al dished-end
and flanges to optimise welding procedures and parameters. A
vacuum system for evacuation and filling of the MWPC is nearly
complete.

NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHY A

(Y.D.Dande, R.S.Udyavar and D.V.S.Ramakrishna )

The neutron radiography (NR) facility at Apsara was used to
inspect integrity of various critical components of satellite
launch vehicles of ISRO. 33 cable cutters and 31 cryovalves were
radiographed to successfully image pyrocharges, ceramic cups, o-
rings, epoxy joints, PTFE discs etc. The importance of NR for
space components was once more established when some of the
apparently cleaned and inspected pyrovalves showed presence of
hydrogenous fluid in the stainless steel pipings.

ISRO's SHAR Centre, Shriharikota, is banking heavily on the
expertise and experience of BARC scientists (YDD,DVSR) to solve
some operational problems on their 15 MeV Linac machine equipped
with a NR attachment. Extremely high gamma background in the beam
precludes use of Gd/film combination for NR in this facility.
Solid state track-etch detectors would be one alternative. To
optimise the exposure and processing parameters for this
technique, various SSTDs (CR-39, CN-85, CA-80 15B and I*R-115)
were systematically studied in Apsara facility. An exposure of 30
minutes in the Apsara beam followed by 30m of processing in 2.5N
NaOH at 60°c have produced radiographs as sharp as the standard
Gd/D7 combination. Some attempts were made to improve the
contrast of these images by photographic techniques. It is felt
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tbat a dedicated, professional photographer would be able to
achieve the goal.

* Neutron Physics Division

SUPERCONDUCTING HIGH GRADIENT MAGNETIC SEPARATOR fSC-HGMS)
(Y.D.Dande, K.L.Patel, T.Srinivasan, N.H.PadBanahhan , S.Sridhar
and N.K.Rao )

A superconducting high gradient magnetic separator (SC-HGMS)
was designed and built and successfully tested in March-
April, 1991. The main aim is to study the feasibility of
separating weakly paramagnetic particles of uranium, titanium,
tungsten etc., from natural ores. The HGHS uses an indigeneously
designed and fabricated SC solenoid magnet capable of producing
highly homogeneous (less than 1% over central 110m axial region)
field upto 3.5 Tasla in a warn bore of 50mm. The annular cryostat
of 25 litre LHe capacity was designed and built in-house. ODS,
Hyderabad designed and fabricated the central feed handling
system, comprising of a 100mm long canister packed with a matrix
of chromium-steel wool, stainless steel piping and ball valves.
By manipulating the appropriate valves, the feed slurry can
pumped through the canister, the middlings washed out and the
magnetics scoured with high pressure water stream.

The HGMS operation is cyclic. After setting up the canister in
the warm bore, the magnet is energised to the desired level and
the wet slurry is pumped through the matrix. The non-magnetics
are collected downstream. The slurry input is stopped, and the
matrix is washed with water to remove the middlings. Finally, the
field is reduced to zero and the trapped magnetics are scoured
out with high pressure water stream.

Three grades of matrix material have been procured; fine (31-
56 urn), medium (46-66 urn) and coarse (75-150 urn). For optimal
operation, the matrix grade must be matched with the particle
size to be separated. The magnetic force is maximised when the
matrix filament diameter is nearly 3 times the particle diameter.
The first trials at 2.5 Tesla with a coarse matrix (1% v/v
packing) on pure zircon, synthetic rutile and U3O8 bearing copper
plant tailings showed,

(i) Good selectivity for Ti02 impurities from zircon. 45% of the
impurity could be separated in a single pass through the HGMS
giving an enrichment ratio (ie. %Tio, in magnetics/%Tio, in feed)
of 5.6
(ii) 25% of Fe2O-j and Si03 from synthetic rutile was separated in
a single pass. The enrichment was about 3.
(iii) For the 3 samples of copper plant tailings the U3O3
enrichment was also 3 with a recovery ranging from 25% to 32%.
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In the second set of experiments, the feed samples were Rakha
copper tailings, Tumapalle U ore. Kaolin clay and synthetic
rutile. The feed concentration in the slurry vas fixed at 5% and
the slurry flow rate held constant at 2 I/a. the matrix grade,
its packing (% v/v) and magnetic field were systematically varied
to study the effect of these variables on the separation
efficiency and recovery/grade of the magnetics. The Rakha
tailings were also subjected to multipass- separation by using the
tails of one pass as tiie feed of the next pass with the field
increasing at each pass. The main findings on the V3Oa bearing
samples are as follows :

(i) The recovery of U bearing particles is a strong function of
the magnetic field and the matrix packing. At 1% packing of
medium grade matrix the recovery and grade increases monotonously
with field. At 2% packing of the same matrix the recovery
saturates at 50% beyond 1.5T while the enrichment reaches a
maximum and then drops. Similar trend is seen at 3% packing.

(ii) Ho saturation effect is seen with 2% packing of fine grade
matrix.

(iii) With multipass separation, nearly 90% of U3Oa can be
recovered in 3 passes.

*0re Dressing Section, BARC, Hyderabad

HELIUM LIQUEFIES FACILITY
(A.P.Bagool, Y.D.Dande and T.Srinivasan)

The Phillips liquefier has been operated steadily and produced
nearly 2000 litres of liquid He during the period. The main users
other than our own division are : Bio-organic Division, Chemistry
Division, Spectroscopy Division ami Indian Institute of
Technology, Powai. A 25 1/h He liquefier (KPS Model 1430) has
been procured. A new shed is being built behind Van De Graaff
laboratory to house this new facility.

HELIUM-NEON SEALED LASER
(S.R.Chinchanikar)

A 40 m sealed He-Ne laser has been fabricated and is under
test for reliable long term operation. This is the second such
laser built in the division. Some problems encountered in stable
operation are being attended.
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DIGITAL PSD ANALYSE*
(J.N.Joshi)

Three digital Position Sensitive Detector (PSD) analysers have
been installed and commissioned at the High Q and Medium
Resolution spectrometers. The former has two PSDs coupled to a
•ingle PC. The data acquisition time can be preset either by time
or by monitor channel counts.

DEVELOPMENT OF LIQOID METHANE COLD MEOTKON SOURCE
(P.S.R.Murthy, H.N.Kotwani, s.V.Babrekar, S.Basu and C.L.Thaper)

A coolant tube has been wound on the front portion of the
/acuua jacket of the cold source to remove the radiation heat
load from it during cold source operation. This job was done
at central Workshop (CHS) and Atomic Fuels Division. For better
heat removal and protection of the coolant tube, the tubes
have been placed in channels which have been machined out of the
vacuum jacket wall. A window has been provided at the side
of the vacuum jacket for the neutrons, to come out without
attenuation in cooling water.

ii) A chilled water pump for the eryogenerator has been procured
and installed. The cryogenerator will be used to liquefy
methane gas for circulation through the moderator pot inside
reactor core.

ill) Nearly 30 meter long cryogenic transfer t.ubes have been
procured for circulation of liquid methane (in lengths of 3m,
2m and .5m and 90° bends). These have been re-evacuated to a
vacuum of about 10 torr.

iv) Fabrication of two stainless steel buffer tanks for methane
gas is in progress at CHS.

v) A series of tests have been done for stabilizing close loop
circulation of liquid N2 using a centrifugal pump and a short
by pass line. So far we had difficulty in priming the pump. To
avoid vapour trapping in the chamber of the pump we had tried to
reduce speed of the pump by reducing the supply voltage to motor
of the pump. This proved unsuccessful. Next we increased the pump
inlet diameter. For this we had designed and fabricated a new
dewar with a 25mm outlet at the bottom. He had provided a vent
line for removing vapour from the loop during initial cooling
down and a safety valve on top of the dewar for pressure
release. Hith this arrangement and NPSH of 2 kg/cm2 at the pump
inlet we have succeeded in closed loop circulation of liquid
nitrogen.
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vi) The vacuum jacket for the cold Moderator coses in two parts,
a four metre long part and a one meter long piece (about
300mm 0 ). The one meter piece vill be connected to the other
part by a O'ring joint. The one metre piece has been
fabricated and radiographed for porosity. It has been tested
for the design pressure also. Vacuum tests showed a small
leak and the repair work is in progress.

A XIOTRO* POLARISATION AVi&YSIS SPSCT1 [Tit AY T U DXROVA
KSACTOR (L.Madhav Rao, Sk.H.Yusuf and R.S.Xothare)

A triple axis spectrometer with neutron polarisation analysis
capability has been commissioned at the tangential beam hole T-
1009 at Dhruva. The monochromator/polariser is a CO92Fe8 (200)
single crystal mounted in a SmCOe permanent magnet assembly in
transmission geometry. A neutron flux of the order of 1.2 x 10*
n/cm2/s at the sample position at wave length 1.20 A° with 97.4%

Guide field
110 0c

760

| / SmCOjOiognfl

Analyser
}.V~\ CujMnAI lltll

Fig.l. Experimental arrangement for polarisation analysis
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bean polarisation is obtained. A Heusler single crystal CUjKnAl
(111) (in transmission geonetry) with a polarisation efficiency
of 98% mounted on a similar SmCOs magnet assembly on the third
axis serves as the analyser. A steady guide field of 0.011 Tesla
is provided before and after the sample position using 150 mm
long magnetic modules to maintain the neutron polarisation. These
modules can be rotated with respect to each other in order to
twist the neutron polarisation from the vertical to the
horizontal (and vice-versa). RF resonance flippers having a
flipping efficiency of - 100% are mounted within these modules
before and after the sample position for reversing the neutron
spin. The electromagnet at the sample position (second axis)
provides a variable magnetic field upto 1.5 Tesla (in a 2.5 cm
pole gap) to magnetise the specimen crystal. The central portion
of the top pole piece is rotatable which permits a single crystal
specimen attached to its bottom end to rotate about a cone axis
in order to obtain different crystal reflections in the
horizontal scattering plane. The electromagnet can be rotated
from the vertical axis (p\k « 0 geometry) to the horizontal axis
( « 1 geometry) where p* and Jc are respectively the unit
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vectors along the neutron polarisation and scattering vector. A
schematic lay-out of the instrument is shown in Fig.l. Data
acquisition and control of the spectrometer, including the *0H',
'OFF' state of the two RF flippers are accomplished through a
computer.

With the spectrometer the distribution of scattered neutrons
from an initially monochromatic polarised beam is measured as a
function of wave vector transfer, energy and spin. When employed
in the 2-axis mode, it can accurately measure the magnetic
structure amplitudes in single crystal specimens enabling one to
map out isomagnetic contours in various crystal planes. In the 3-
axis mode it allows us to perform measurements involving
polarisation analysis of the scattered beam enabling one to pick
out uniquely non-spin flip scattering processes and spin-flip
scattering processes leading to a neat separation of magnetic
correlations from atonic correlations /I/. This capability
enables the separation of paramagnetic scattering from nuclear

'ftod \wvw m«j/Ah

SCATTERING ANGLE ( 2 6 )

Fig. 3
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Bragg peaks and other incoherent scattering processes, isothermal
separation * of nuclear and magnetic Bragg peaks in
antiferroaagnetically ordered crystals, separation of coherent
and spin-incoherent nuclear scattering in solids and liquid*. By
way of illustration Fig.2 shows the isothermal separation of
nuclear Bragg peaks and paramagnetic scattering in MnF2'and Fig.3
jshows the isothermal separation of antiferromagnetic 0t-Fe2O3 (in
p.K « 0 geometry) performed on this spectrometer.

/I/ R.M.Moon, T.Riste and W.C.Koehler, Phys.Kev.121, 920 (1969)

IBM-PC BASED CONTROL SYSTEM FOR MEDIUM RESOLUTION INELASTIC
SPECTROMETER AT DHRDVA (V.G.Gaonkar and S.K.Paranjpe)

IBM-PC based control system has been designed for the
medium resolution neutron inelastic spectrometer set up at
DHRUVA. The system has been tested and is in operation. The
spectrometer has a double monochromator assembly for continuous
change of neutron energy. This is achieved by right orientation
of the two monochromators Ml and M2 and the translational
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Fig. Medium Resolution Inelastic scattering Spectrometer set-up
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position of M2 (see Figure). The entire assembly has been
inserted inside a cavity of the biological shield of the
reactor. The orientations and positioning is set by using
stepper motors.

The spectrometer is a triple axis spectrometer with air
cushions for the angular movements of the scattering angle and
the detector settings. All these operations are carried out
using stepper motor coupled with optical encoders.

The control system consists of an interface, designed using
PCL221,PCL223 made by Oynalog Micro System, and is coupled to a
PC/XT. The interface is used to drive the motors through driver
circuits with suitable logic for generating pulses for the
stepper motors.

IBM PC/XT Computer has 8 slots,each slot consists of 62 pin
connector. Address, data and control signals of 8088
microprocessor of PC are brought on this connector. Interfacing
cards PCL221,PCL223 of Oynalog Micro System are. inserted in
these slots.

PCL-221 card is a digital I/O card. It provides 48 I/O bits
from two 8255 chips. Output bits are used for motor on/off,
change of direction and full step/half step control of motors.
PCL-223 card provides nine independent channels of 16 bit
counters on PC/XT from three 8253 chips. One counter is used for
speed variation and other counters are used for counting pulses
from optical encoders coupled to different motors.

Logic system consists of 2716 EPROM which stores full mode,
half mode logic. 74LS193 counter is used for controlling
forward and reverse direction of motor. 4 output bits of 74LS193
counter are given to address bus of 2716 Eprom which generates
pulse sequence for the stepper motors. Drive circuit of motor
consists of power transistor SK100 and 2N3055.

The system controls seven different motdrs. This involves
the rotation of raonochromators and the sample about vertical
axis and the angular setting of the analyser and the detector
arms. Each motor is coupled to an optical encoder. When any
motor moves optical encoder coupled to it sends 100 pulses per
rotation of the shaft. The angle to be moved is stored in the
counter through input data which is decremented by one count for
every pulse from the optical encoder and when the stored number
in the counter is reduced to zero the motor stops. The software
required for these operations is developed in BASIC. All the
programs are user friendly.
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LIQUID MID AMORPHOUS DIFFRXCTOHETER WITH LINEAR POSITION
SENSITIVE DETECTORS (P.S.R. Krishna, R. Chakravarthy,
A.B.Shinde and B.A. Dasannacharya)

Structural studies of liquids and amorphous substances
using diffraction techniques require high statistical precision
of the measured diffracted intensities, while resolution
requirements are less demanding than in the case of powder
diffractometry for structural studies. Further the Q-range
should extend at least upto 15 A'1. Taking these facts into
consideration, the High-Q diffractometer at Dhruva has been
designed. The schematic diagram of the machine is shown in
Fig.1.This machine provides neutrons of 0.785 A and 1.278 A which
for 3 settings of the detector covers a Q range of 0.7 A"1 to
15 A'1. The details of different parts of the machine are
summarised below.

\

cMONGCHOMATOR OR'JM

RAIL

HIGH MOMENTUM TRANSFER DlFFRACTOMETR

Fig.l

In-pile collimator is made of mild steel with square
openings of 5 x 5 cm over the length of 115 cm and 4 x 4 cm
over the length of 30 cm. The collimator is installed so that
central portion of the monochromator sees 100% of the source.
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The effective horizontal divergence of the in-
pile collimator is 50*. Cu nonochromator of dimensions 12.5 x
6.25 x .1.25 cm with (220) plane parallel to the larger face is
suspended at the centre of the monochromator drum.
Honochromator drum consists shielding of lead and borated
paraffin wax over the thickness of 80 cm to stop the main
beam. The mosaic spread (q, ) of the monochromator is 60*. It is
surrounded by another cylindrical lead shield of thickness 5
cm to reduce the gamma background. Borated wood collimator of
length 80 cm encased in MS tube with cadmium slits of 1 x 4 cm
opening on either side is being used. The horizontal
divergence of the monochromated beam is 43'. Take off
angle is 35.66° corresponding to the wavelength of 0.785
A using (220) reflection and 1.278 A using (111) reflection.
Two position sensitive detectors each of 100 cm length are
mounted at a distance of 120 cm from the centre of sample table
inside a massive shield separating them by angular range of
23°. Each of the detector covers an angular range of 35°.
Inherent positional resolution of the detector is 0.7 cm giving
the sample to detector divergence as 201. PSDs are mounted
inside an enclosure made of 1 cm thick borated araldite and
0.1cm thick layer of cadmium. This assembly is positioned on a
trolley which carries shielding consisting of at-least 10 cm
thick borated paraffin wax enclosed in a Hild Steel frame on all
the sides. This trolley is provided with self aligning wheels
so as to move about the sample axis.The trolley can be moved
using a computer controlled motor.

As the aperture of the detector is very large, the
general background and the Bragg reflections from the
cryostat or furnace contaminate the actual scattered
intensities from the sample. To minimize this an Oscillating
Collimator has been mounted at the front face of the detector
shield to cover the angular range of 106°. This has 53
cadmium sheets of dimensions 12.5 x 7.0 x 0.05 cm placed at
angular interval of 2° giving the divergence as 2.6°. With this
arrangement the radius of the sample should be < 1.3 cm to be
completely seen by the detector and the radius of the cryostat
should be « 3.8 cm to be completely blanked. This collimator
will also help in reducing the general as well as air background.
To average out the shadowing effect of the radial collimator it
is made to oscillate at a rate of 1 oscillation per minute
using a stepper motor.

The arrangement for data acquisition from each PSD using
digital division is shown in Pig.2. Charge sensitive
preamplifiers at A and B ends of PSD collect the charges and
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their output is amplified by matched spectroscopy amplifiers.
Amplified output is fed to the nearly Batched AOCs. The
digital outputs are fed to an interface which carries out the
digital division A/(A+B) and stores the information. To start the
data acquisition cycle COM ports of PC are being used. The data
collection will be stopped and transferred to PC by a monitor
overflow signal. The data from the standard sample liquid
Gallium is depicted in Fig.3.

INSTALLATION AND TESTING OF MEDIUM RESOLOTIOM INELASTIC
SCATTERING SPECTROMETER AT DHRUVA (S.K.Par&njpe,
Vaishali Banerjee, V.G.Gaonkar, S.Naik and B.A.Dasannacharya )

A medium resolution inelastic scattering spectrometer has
been installed at the through tube TT-1004 in Dhruva reactor
hall at Trombay.The instrument is based on double monochromator
for variation of incident energy and an air cushion based
triple axis spectrometer.The analyser is used in MARX mode with a
linear position sensitive detector (PSD).

Monochromator Assembly:

The inpile collimator has a rectangular opening 5 cm in
width and 10 cm in height. The monochromators are assembled using
40 pyrolytic graphite (PG) crystals 2 cm x 2 cm each. The
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Fig.l

aosaic spread of these crystals varies froa 0.5° to 1.4° .They
are supported on Mild Steel plates in a 5 x 4 aatrix with
provision for tilting each crystal separately. The first
aonochroaator (Ml) is adjusted with faces (0002) parallel while
the second set is arranged to get a vertically focussed beaa.Nl
and H2 can be rotated about the vertical axis by stepper aotor
drives to keep their (0002) planes parallel. 112 can be aoved
linearly on an optical bench (Fig.l) to vary the incident
wavelength froa 4.7 A* to 1.38 Jf . However considering the second
order wavelength contaaination the systea will aostly be
operated at wavelengths greater than 4.7 A with Berylliua filter
and at 2.4 A with PG filter. The crystals used for N2 have their
aosaic spread in the range of 0.4 to 0.8* . The alignaent and
tilts for the focussing of these crystals was carried out using
a laser beaa. The colliaator between 112 and the saaple is
vertically tapered to take care of the vertical focussing.

The whole aonochroaator asseably has been tested for the
functioning of the rotation and translation aotions and then
inserted in the cavity in the biological shield. The shielding
after the aonochroaator consists of three blocks with provision
for taking the aonochroaatic beaa after two reflections. A saall
satellite tube is also provided for test beaa froa the first
aonochroaator which can give the reference position for the
aonochroaator Ml. This whole asseably has been fabricated in tfes
Nuclear Physics Division workshop.
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The spectrometer :

The sample table, the analyser «ount and the detector are
all installed on a base consisting of four i«achin«d and P ^ h e d
Mild Steel plates levelled to a high accuracy. The requirementof
Shis arrangement has been critical because the rotations about
the two axes will be done on air cushioned based system. The

DOUBLE MONOCHROMATCif—

(a)

SAMPLE POSITION
SENSITIVE
DETECTOR

Fig. 2

analyser and the detector mounts- are resting on two sets of air
cushions and can be moved independently or in a coupled mode
using stepper motors. Provision has been made to change tha
sample to analyser and analyser to detector distances. It will
cover the Q range of upto 8 A. This system has been fabricated by
the Central Workshops.

The analyser is a PG crystal 10 cms (L) x 5 cms (H) in HARX
( Multi Angle Reflecting Crystal) mode ("9-2).
This is enclosed in a shielded box with openings forthe
Incoming and outgoing beams only. These windows can be shifted
by opening and closing the appropriate shield blocks. The
detector is a 500 mm long and 25 mm diameter linear PSD filled
with He (4 atmos.) + Kr (2 atmos.). This will.be replaced by a
50 mm dia detector. The position resolution is 6 mm. W
position encoding is done by charge division ^thod. The
expected energy resolution is 4 % at 5 meV and 5.6 * at 20 «eV.
The data acquisition and the spectrometer control is carried out
using an IBM-PC based system.

After the installation of the spectrometer neutron beam was
extracted from the side tube by rotating HI. Using this as
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reference Ml and M2 were adjusted to get the beam from the
second crystal.This also necessitated a translational movement of
M2. The analysis of the beam gave the wavelength of 2.6 A.
Wavelength of 2.4 A is most suited to get rid of the higher order
contamination but the additional shield set for reducing the
radiation level restricted the translation motion and hence
achieving the required wavelength. So we chose the alternative of
going to wavelength > 4 A, the higher orders could then be
eliminated by using Be filter. B«am profile at the sample
position has been recorded and beam centering achieved. The beam
monitoring has also been done using the PG analyser crystal. The
calibration of the instrument to get the resolution is in
progress.

INSTALLATION 07 HEnTROM GUIDES AT DHROVA
(L.Hadhav Rao, H.P.Vyas , S.G.Shukla, A.Bose )

The mechanical components of the two neutron guides {guide Ci
length : 21 metres, guide 62 length : 35 metres) consisting of 56
support frames, 5 Hos. of 7.5 metre long support plates with
vacuum shrouds 6 Nos. of 3.0 metre long support plates with
vacuum shrouds (total weight approx.8 tons) were fabricated to
our required specifications and matching tolerances, at the

N
{ OF vacuux 5XH0U0 t-i

f— r n t n r TO mtunom euoc e-i
j— t C: KtH HDlt CS-SOO*

Fig. General arrangement of cold neutron guides
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Central Workshop. Hydrostatic testing of each individual nodule
(plate cum vacuum shroud) was carried out to check the integrity
of each component. Vacuum testing of each full guide assembly was
carried out successfully at the Central Workshops.

The central lines of Gl and G2 were marked on the pile face,
reactor hall floor, floor of the adjoining guide tube laboratory
with the aid of a sophisticated computerised digital theodolite
system borrowed from CAT, Indore. The erection of all the support
frames, installation of all the support plates to the required
heights and level tolerances has been completed .This
installation at Dhruva was carried out by the Reactor Group. The
alignment of the one metre long nickel coated guide elements is
in progress.

* Reactor Engineering Division

MULTICHANNEL RAMAN 8PBCTROSCOPY
,'S.K.Deb, H.A.Rekha, A.P.Roy and fc.K.Sinha+)

In the field of Raman spectroscopy, introduction of sensitive
optical multichannel analyzer (OMA), has enabled simultaneous
recording of data over a wide spectral range. A triple stage
spectrograph is generally used in conjunction with OHA for
recording Raman spectra. Such a spectrograph has been designed
and fabricated at Trombay. An intensified photodiode array is
used as the detector.

The triple stage spectrograph consists of a subtractive stage
followed by a dispersive stage. A schematic layout of the
spectrograph is shown in Fig.l. *Cosecant' drive arrangement is
employed for grating turntable rotation which yields linear
wavenumber scan. The synchronization of rotation of the three
gratings is achieved through mechanical linkages shown in Fig.2.

Aperture of the instrument is F/9. Focal length of the third
stage is 0.9 Metre and with 1800 rulings/mm grating reciprocal
linear dispersion at the exit focal plane is 22cm~1/mm at 500 nm.
The OMA accepts a spectral band of 375 cm'1. The total spectral
range, which can be covered by the instrument is 12,000 cm"1 -
26,000 cm"-1. To excite Raman spectra in solids and for collecting
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Fig.l

Ram*n scattered intensity, a suitable sample chamber has been
interfaced to the spectrograph.

The capability of the instrument to resolve spectral features
is determined by dispersion of the third stage and spatial
resolution of the detector array. Fig.3 shows the CCL4 spectra
recorded with the S, slit width kept at 50 urn. The isotope
splittings of the 459 cm"1 band are clearly resolved. The other
important aspect is the sensitivity of the detection system. In
the detector both the photocathode and diode array are cooled to
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Fig. 2

-20°C to reduce the dark count level. With an acquisition tiM of
100 sees, good second order Raman spectrum- of Si could torn
recorded even though the signal counting rate was around 1 cp«.

+ Central Workshops
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Publications

In Journals

(1) Pressure and temperature studies of Raman scattering of
the molecular crystal sym-CgFjCl* : S.L. Chaplot,
A.Mierzejewski,G.S.Pawley and J. Lefebvre,
J.Pbys.: Condensed Matter 2, 2153 (1990)

(2) interatomic potential, phonon spectrum, and molecular-
dynamics simulation upto 1300 K in YBa2Cu307_d :
S.L.Chaplot.Physical Review B 42, 2149 (1990J

(3) Phonon dispersion relation and density of states in La2
Cu04

and La2NiO4 :N. Choudhury, K.R. Rao and S.L. Chaplot;
Bull.Hater.Sci.14,959 (1990)

(4) Magnetic behavior of Co0 5Zn0 5FeCrO4 : A Mossbauer Study :
S.C.Bhargava, F.M.Mulder,' R.Clfhiel, S.K.Kulshreshtha,
Hyperfine Interactions 54,459 (1990)

(5) Mossbauer Studies of FeAl2O4 and FeIn,S4 spin glass
spinels :J.L.Dor*ann, M.Seqqat, D.Fiorani, M.Nogues,
J.L.Soubeyroux,S.C.Bhargava, and P.Renaudin,
Hyperfine Interactions 54,53 (1990)

(6) Accurate determination of the Mossbauer spectrum hyperfine
parameters and correlation with T c in YBa2Cu3_xFexO7_(|
(0.01<x<0.15) :J.L.Dormann, S.Sayouri, S.T.Bnandage,
S.C.Bhargava, G.Priftis, K.Pankowska, O.Gorochov, and
P.Suryanarayana, Hyperfine Interactions 55,1273 (1990)

(7) Mossbauer Study of High T c Bismuth Superconductor :
S.C.Bhargava, J.S.Chakraborty, R.Sharma, C.V.Tomy and
S.K.Malik, Solid State Communications 7«,1209 (1990)

(8) M.L.Bansal, A.P.Roy and Alka Ingale, Phys.Rev. B 42, 1234
(1990)

(9) Multiple small angle scattering from bidisperse Markov
medium: S.Mazumder and A.Sequeira,Phys.Rev.B 41, 6272 (1990)

(10) Hovel structural features of Pb-stabilised Bl-2223 High-Tc
phase from neutron diffraction :A.Sequeira,J.V.Yakhmi,
R.M.Iyer, H.Rajagopal and P.V.P.S.S.Sastry,
Physica C ,1C7, 291 (1990)

(11) Some extensions of a Theorem of Pellet!er :R.Subramanian ,
Math.Education, Vol.S, No.2 (1989),
(Actual year of publication 1990)
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(12) Neutron incoherent inelastic scattering from
(NH4)X Kb,.,. H, PO4 :P.S. Goyal, R. Chakravarthy,
B.A.Dasannacharya,S.K.Kulshreshtha, H.S.Sastry and
J.Tomkinson ,Phys. Stat. Sol. (b) 157, 547 (1990)

(13) Reorientation of NH4
+ ions in ferroelectric phase of

(NHA)2S04 :P.S. Goyal, R. Chakravarthy, B.A. Dasannacharya
and C?J. Carlile, Phys. Stat. Sol. (a) lit, 425 (1990)

(14) Tuning inter-nicellar potentials through adsorbed molecules:
C. Manohar, V.K. Kelkar, B.K. Mishra, K.S. Rao, P.S. Goyal
and B.A. DAsannacharya, Chem. Phys. Lett. 171, 451 (1990)

(15) Form-factors for different aggregation models of micelles:
P.S. Goyal, K.S. Rao, B.A. Dasannacharya and V.K. Xelkar,
Pramana - J. Phys. 35, 557 (1990)

(16) Neutron Bean Research at BARC, Bombay :P.S. Goyal,
Neutron News 1(4), 16 (1990)

(17) Generalized model for cluster - cluster aggregation :
S.L.Narasimhan, Phys. Rev. A 41, 5561 (1990)

(18) Aggregation due to anomalous transport of particles :
S.L.Narasimhan, Phys. Rev. A 42, 6243 (1990)

(19) Phonon dispersion relation of fayalite, Fe,SiO4: S.Ghose,
J.H.Hastings, N. Choudhury, S.L.Chaplot and K.R.Rao,
Physica B 174, 83 (1991)

• x>> (20) Phonon density of states in fayalite, Fe2SiO4 :D.L. Price,
S.Ghose, N. Choudhury, S.L.Chaplot and K.R. Rao ,
Physica B 174, 87 (1991).

(21) Phonon density of states and high resolution crystal
structure of tetracyanoethylene :s.L.Chaplot,R.Chakravarthy,
W.I.F.David and J.Tomkinson, J.Phys.{Condensed Hatter (1991)

(22) Interpretation of Hossbauer Spectra of YBa2Cu3_xFexO7_(g :
S.C.Bhargava, J.L.Dormann, J.Jove, and O.Gorochov,
Bulletin of Materials Science, 14 (1991)

(23) Effect of heat treatment procedures on site preferences of
Fe in VBa2Cu3o7_d:S.C.Bhargava,J.s.Chakraborty,Rajni Sharma,
C.V.Tomy, and S.K.Malik,
Bulletin of Haterials Science, 14, 675 (1991).

(24) Preparation of 2212 phase of bismuth superconductor with T c
of 92.4 K:S.C.Bhargava,J.S.Chakraborty,Rajni Sharma,C.V.Tomy
and S.K.Malik,Solid State Communications 7«,397 (1991)
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(25) Characterisation of 2212 phase of bismuth cuprate
superconductor with T. of 93 K tS.C.Bhargava, A.Sequeira,
J.S.Chakraborty, H.Ra^agopal, S.K.Sinha and S.K.Malik,
Solid State Communications (1991)

(26) H.L.Bansal, Alka Ingale and A.P.Roy,
Phys.Rev.B 43, 7020 (1991)

(27) A formalism on multiple small angle scattering :S.Mazund«r
and A.Sequeira, Physica B 174, 200 (1991)

(28) Phase transitions in LiKSO4 : Low temperature neutron
diffraction results :S.B.Tamhane, A.Sequeira and
R.Chidambaram, Phase Trans. 35, 75 (1991)

(29) Neutron diffraction study of the structure of
Bii 6Pb 0 4CaSr2Cu20y :A.Sequeira, H.Rajagopal,
P.VIP.S.S.Sastry, jfv.Yakhmi and R.M.Iyer,
Physica C 173, 267 (1991)

(30) YBa2Cu4o3 : Ambient pressure synthesis and neutron structure
analysis :I.K.Gopalkrishnan, J.V.Yakhmi, H.Rajagopal,
A.Sequeira and P.M.Iyer, Physica C 182, 67 (1991)

(31) Visual observation of phase transitions in LiKSOj under
pressure :Hema Sankaran, S.K.Sikka, A.Sequeira and
B.Fursento, Bull.of Mat.Sci. 14, 1213 (1991)

(32) The Butterfly Theorem and some generalizations(in two parts)
V •- R.Subramanian ,Bora Mathematica, Vol.2, No.l (1991)
*« and Vol.2, No.2, (June 1991)
v

(33) A new interpretation of the sticky hard sphere model :
S.V.G.Mer.on, c. Manohar and K.Srinivasa Rao,
J. Chem. Phys.95 ,9186 (1991)

(34) Reorientational motion of NH 4
+ ions in (NH4), Sb F5 :

R. Mukhopadhyay, P.S. Goyal and K.R. Rao ,
Phys. Sat. Sol (b) 165, (1991).

(35) Thermogravimetric method for determination of oxygen
stoichiometry in superconducting 1 : 2 : 3 and metal
substituted l : 2 : 3 compounds : R.Venkataramani, S.P.Garg
and S. Mazumder, Bull. Mat. Sci.

(36) Inelastic neutron scattering from Tl2CaBa2Cu208 :
S.L.Chaplot, B.A.Oasannacharya, R. Mukhopadhyay, K.R. Rao,
P.R. Vijayaraghavan, R.M. Iyer, G.M. Phatak and J.V. Yakhmi,
Bull. Hater. Sci. 14, 603 (1991)..
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(37) Phonon dispersion relations and density of states in La3Cu04
and La?NiO4 :N.Choudhury, K.R. Rao and S.L. Chaplot,
Bull. Hater. Sci. 14, (1991)

(38) Interatomic potential, phonon spectrum and molecular dynamics
simulation upto 1300 K and 10 GPa in YBaoCujO-j.,. for
d » 0 to 1 :S.L.Chaplot ,Bull. Hater. Sci. 14, (1991)

(39) Phonon density of states in Tl2CaBa2Cu208 :S.L.Chaplot,
B.A. Dasannacharya, R. Hukhopadhyay, K.R. Rao,
P.R.Vijayaraghavan, R.M. Iyer, 6.M. Phatak and J.V. Yakhai,
Physica B 174 ,378 (1991)

(40) Low field neutron spin echo observation and development of a
neutron spin echo spectrometer :R. Chakravarthy, S.L.Chaplot
and K.R. Rao ,Physica B 174 ,537 (1991)

(41) Neutron profile refinement study of the low temperature
structural phases of LiKSO4 :H.Rajagopal, Victor Jaya,
A.Sequeira and R.Chidambaram,
Physica B 174, 95 (1991)

(42) Neutron profile refir sent study of the superconducting
Bi2Ca. xYxSr2Cu2O84.s :J».Sequeira, H.Rajagopal,
P.V.P.S.S.Sastry,J.V.Yakhmi and R.M.Zyer,
Physica B 174, 367 (1991)

(43) Neutron diffraction study of the superconductors
H.Rajagopal, A.Sequeira, J.V.Yakhmi and R.M.Iyer,
Physica B 174, 372 (1991)

(44) Structural aspects of high-Tc superconductors from neutron
profile refinement studies :A.Sequeira,
Physica B 174, 311 (1991)

(45) Shapes and sizes of micelles in CTAB solutions :P.S. Goyal,
B.A.Dasannacharya, V.K.Kelkar, C.Manohar, K.S.Rao and
B.S.Valaulikar, Physica B 174 , (1991)

(46) Neutron scattering from glycine and deuterated glycinet
C.L. Thaper, B.A. Dasannacharya, P.S. Goyal, R. Chakravarthy
and J. Tomkinson, Physica B174 , (1991)

(47) Form factors for different aggregation models of micelles :
P.S.Soyal, K.Srinivasa Rao, B.A.Dasannacharya and V.K.Kelkar
Physica B174 , (1991)

(48) Application of Baxter's sticky hard-sphere model to
non-ionic micelles :K.Srinivasa Rao, P.S.Goyal,
B.A.Dasannacharya, S.V.G.Menon, V.K.Kelkar, C.Manohar and
B.K.Mishra, Physica B 174, (1991)
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(49) Bond susceptibilities and linear electro-optic properties of
KTi0P04 : P.U.M. Sastry
Solid State Commun., 7«,7, 593 (1991)

(50) Anomalous changes in lattice parameters, specific heat and
loss factor in potassium titanyl phosphate at 324 K :
M.S. Som&yazulu, P.U.M. Sastry and V.K.ffadhawan
Solid State Commun. T, 6, 499 (1991).

(51) Comments on "Distribution of activation energies for
thermally activated flux motion in high-Tc superconductors :
An inversion scheme1* : P.Chaddah and K.V.Bhagwat,
Phys.Rev.Lett.65, 1383 (1990)

(52) Flux pinning potential and its measurements from
magnetization decay : P.Chaddah and K.V.Bhagwat,
Phys.Rev.B 43, 6239 (1991)

(53) Density functional theory for Schottky barriers:
O.Gunnarsson, O.K.Andersen, P. Blochl, G.P.Das and
N.E.Christensen,
Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 35, 666 (1990)

(54) Two dimensional bands of CaF2/Si (111) interface:
M.R.Salehpour, S.Satpathy, R.M.Martin and G.P.Das
Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 35, 742 (1990)

(55) Exchange-correlation potentials in Schottky barriers and
heterojunctions : G.P.Das et al.'s reply to comment by
R.W.Godby, L.J.Sham and M.Schutter,
Phys. Rev. Lett. C5, 2084 (1990)

(56) Neutron instrumentation in Dhruva utilisation : Y.D.Dande,
B.A.Dasannacharya, S.K.Paranjpe, V.C.Rakhecha, K.R.Rao,
A.Segueira, P.R.Vijayaraghavan and A.G.Wagh,
Physica B 156 « 157,534 (1989)

(57) Neutron interferometry : V.C.Rakhecha and A.G.Wagh,
Indian Jl. of Pure and Appl. Phys. 27,582 (1989)

(58) Dependence of the spinor phase on the orientation of the
precession axis : A.G.Wagh,
Phys. Lett. A 146,369 (1990)

(59) On idealised collision cascades in power law potentials :
A.G.Wagh and S.K.Gupta, Phys. Lett. A 146,511 (1990)

(60) Geometric phase in neutron interferometry : A.G.Wagh and
V.C.Rakhecha, Phys. Lett.A 14«,17 (1990)
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(61) Computer simulation study of neutron guide performance at
Dhruva reactor : S.Basu and L.Hadhav Rao,Physica B 174,409
(1991)

(62) Neutron Radiography at Apsara :Y.D.Dande, R.S.Udyavar,
J.K.Ghosh, K. Chandrasekaran and J.P.Pannakal ,Indian Journal
of Pure & Applied Physics, 29, 721, (1991).

(63) Analytical solution of critical state nodal for elliptical
cylinder with field-dependent critical current density:
K.V.Bhagwat and P.Chaddah, Phys.Rev.B 44 ,6950 (1991)

(64) Time relaxation of magnetization in type II superconductors,
G.Ravikumar, P.Chaddah and K.V.Bhagwat, Bull.Mat.Sci.14 ,939
(1991)

(65) Small angle neutron scattering froa aicellar solutions of
Triton X-100 -.K.Srinivasa Rao, P.S.Goyal, B.A.Dasannacharya,
V.K.Kelkar, C.Manohar and S.V.S. Menon, Pramana - J. Phys.
37(4) ,311 (1991)

Papers presented at International Conferences/Workshops

(1) Lattice dynamics and computer experiments in high
temperature superconductors , (Invited review paper) :
S.L. Chaplot ,Inter. Workshop on Physics of Materials,
Bhopal, India (1990)

(2) Lattice- and spin-dynamics and thermodynamic properties of
minerals (abstract) rS.Ghose, N.Choudhury, S.L.Chaplot and
K.R.Rao :"Thermodynamic data systematics", Uppsala
university symposium, Wik, Sweden,June (1990)

(3) A.P.Roy, Xllth Int.Conf.on Raman Spectroscopy,
edited by J.R.Durig, (Wiley, New York, 1990), p.494

(4) Alka Ingale, A.P.Roy and M.L.Bansal ,XIIth Int.Conf.on Raaan
Spectroscopy, edited by J.R.Durig (Wiley, Hew York, 1990),
p.456

(5) S.K.Deb, M.L.Bansal, A.P.Roy, S.S.Chandavarkar and B.M.Arora,
Xllth Int.Conf.on Raman Spectroscopy edited by J.R.Durig,
(Wiley, New York, 1990), p.538

(6) Characterisation of High Temp.Superconductors by Neutron
Diffraction and other Nuclear Techniques: A.Sequeira,
presented in RCA Workshop on characterisation method for n«w
materials, Beijing, 29 July-3 August, 1990

(7) Neutron scattering for structural characterisation of
materials :A.Sequeira, Indo-German seminar on material
characterisation, BARC, 21 Nov.1990
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(8) Neutron profile refined structures of Pb-substituted bismuth
cuprate superconductors :A.Sequeira, H.Rajagopal,
P.V.P.S.Sastry, J.V.Yakhmi and R.M.Iyer, Abst.XV IUVr
Congress of Crst., Bordeaux, (July 1990)

(9) Structural evidence for total replacement of Tl by X in
Tl2Ca,Ba2Cu3O1Q :R.M.Iyer, J.V.Yakhni, A.Segueira,
G.M.Phatak, H.Rajagopal, K.Gangadharan and
I.K.Gopalakrishnan, Intl.Conf.on Superconductivity,
Bangalore (Jan.1990)

(10) Oxygen pairing effects in (Bi/Pb), (Ca/Y), Sr2Cu20a+y :
A.Segueira, H.Rajagopal, P.V.P.S.Sastry, J.V.Yakhmi and
R.M.Iyer, Intl.Conf.on Superconductivity, Bangalore
(Jan. 1990)

(11) Molecular dynamics simulations of pressure induced crystal
to amorphous transitions in some corner linked polythedral
compounds :S.L.Chaplot and S.K.Sikka ,XIII AIRAPT Inter.
Conf. High Pressure Sci. Technology, Bangalore, India (1991)

(12) Geometric phase associated with spinor rotations :
A.G.Wagh and V.C.Rakhecha - Intnl. Conf. Quantum Optics
(Hyderabad, Jan. 5-10, 1991) (Plenum, NY 1991)

(13) Fractal insight into the physics of atomic collisions in
solids : A.G.Wagh and S.K.Gupta, Intnl. Conf. Conplex
Systems: Fractals, Spin Glasses and Neural Networks
(Trieste - Italy, July 2-6, 1991)

Papers presented at international Conference on Neutron
Scattering ( NS - 91) have been published as part of conference
proceedings ,in Physica B 174 , (1991)

In National Conferences.symposia etc. other than in PAE'«
Solid State Physics Symposium

(1) 10KV/150MA Current regulated power supply for He-Cd Ion
laser .-V.G.Gaonkar, presented at the National Syap.on DC
& RF power sources in research and industry. F«b 1990.

(2) Computer simulation of solids , (Invited Review Paper) :
S.L.Chaplot and K.R.Rao ,Proc. Workshop on Parallel
Processing, Bombay, India (1990), page SEA 33

(3) Structural characterisation of high temperature
superconductors by neutron profile refinement technique :
A.Sequeira, Proc.Ind.Nat.Sci.Academy 57A 267 (1991)

(4) Recent neutron scattering studies of the high temperature
superconducting materials :A.Segueira, Medal lecture ,second
Ann.Meeting of MRS1, NPL, 9-10 Feb.1991
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(5) Structural aspects of HTSC-Neutron diffraction studies
Natl.symp.on Physics and Chemistry of HTSC, Osnania Univ.,
22-23 March 1991

The Divisional staff authored/co authored 24 papers presented at
the Solid state Physics Symposium held at BARC,Bombay during
Jauary 1-4,1991 and published in Proc.SSP Synp. 33C (1991)

In Books

(1) 'An analytical solution for multiple small angle scattering'
S.Hazuinder and A.Sequeira in Statistical physics of solids
and liquids. Wiley Eastern Ltd., ed.S.Prakash and K.N.. ithak
(1990)

(2) 'Structural aspects of HTSC-Neutron diffraction studies':
A.S.Sequeira in Proc.Winter School on HTSC, TIFR, Bombay,
Nova Publishers (1990)

(3) 'Methods of reconstructing electron momentum density from CP
and PAAC data ' : V.C.Sahni and G.P.Das in Positron
annihilation and Compton Scattering, ed. by B.K.Sharma,
P.C.Jain and R.M.Singru (Omega Scientific Publishers, New
Delhi, (1990), p.118

(4) 'Phonon density of states and thermodynamic properties of
minerals *:S. Ghose, N. Choudhury, S.L. Chaplot and K.R.Rao,
A chapter in Advances in Physical Geochemistry. Springer
Verlag, New York, (1991)

Lectures/Colloauia given outside BARC

S.No. TOPIC SPEAKER PLACE & DATE

(1) Plasmon-phonon dynamics & A.P.Roy Brookhaven National
mode-mode coupling in Lab., NY, USA
mercury telluride August 6, 1990

(2) Raman scattering from zero- A.P.Roy Purdue University,
gap semiconductors Indiana, USA

August 8, 1990
(3) Use of SANS in study of P.S.Goyal Invited talk at

micellar solutions Workshop on Complex
and Polymeric Fluids
held during
March 19-31,1990 at
Indian Institute of
Science, Bangalore

(4) Industrial application Y.D.Dande BARC-IUC workshop on
of neutron scattering Neutron Scattering,

Goa University,
April,1990
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S.No. TOPIC SPEAKER PLACE ft DATE

(5) Position sensitive
detectors for thermal
neutrons

(6) Electronic properties of
solids studied by LHTO
nethod

(7) Electronic structure
calculations :An
emerging perspective

(8) Electronic structure
of heterojunctions
involving metals,
semiconductors and
ceramics

(9) The LMTO method and
its tight binding
representations

(10) Electronic structure
of epitaxial
interfaces

(11) Quantum Physics
with the Neutron
Interferometer

(12} Neutron interferometry
experiments

(13) Instrumentation in
Dhruva

Y.D.Dande BARC-IUC workshop on
Neutron Scattering,
Goa University,
April,1990

G.P.Das National Symposium
on 'Band Structure
and its applications
to the study of
properties of
materials',Feb.'90

G.P.Das National Symposium
on 'Recent trends in
Nuclear Physics and
Solid state Physics'
Madras Univ.(Mar.'90)

G.P.Das Institute of Physics,
Bhubaneshwar
(March '90)

G.P.Das Lecture course,
'School on Electronic
Structure of random
alloys,S.N.Bose
National Centre for
Basic Sciences,
Calcutta ,(Nov.'90)

G.P.Das TIFR (March,'91)

A.G.Wagh Quantum Oj.ti.cs
Workshop,Panaji
(March 18-22,1989)

V.C.Rakhecha Theoret.Phys.
Seminar Circuit,
I.I.T.,Kanpur
(Feb.12-13,'89)

S.Basu International
School on Neutron
Physics, Dubna,
Russia
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PHYSICS COfrLOOPIA (by members at S.S.P.D.I

(1) Diffusion Limited Aggregation of Particles : A.S.Paranjpe

(2) Report on the XIIth Int.Conference on Raman Spectroscopy :
A.P.Roy

(3) Small angle neutron scattering : P.S. Goyal

(4) Based on the work on Multiple small-angle scattering :
S.Hazumder ,International School on Neutron Scattering '91
held in BARC.

(5) Ion collisions in solids-The fractal approach : A.G.Wagh

(6) On the cluster aggregation processes in 1-D : S.L.Narasimhan

(7) Structure and function of biological macro-molecules :
H.V.Hosur

(8) Molecular dynamics - Computer simulation : S.L.Chaplot

(9) Earthquake model using p-acid : I.V.V.Raghavacharyulu

Theses/Appointments/Other activities

(1) A thesis entitled "Phonon spectra and their role in
thermodynamic properties of complex solids including
minerals,superconductors and other ionic solids"
submitted to the University of Bombay for the Ph.D.
degree in Physics by Narayani Choudhury.

(2) A thesis entitled " A formalism on multiple small-angle
scattering" submitted to Bombay University for the award of
Ph.D degree by S.Hazumder.

(3) P.S. Goyal is appointed as correspondent to Neutron Mews,a
magazine which is published by Gordon Breach Publishers,
New York, U.S.A.
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(4) A.S. Paranjpe participated as a panel member In the panel
discussion on avenues in Physics organised by the Indian
Physics Association, Bombay Chapter ...(1991) : A.S.Paranjpe

(5) R. Subramanian is noainated as Member Secretary, National
Board for Higher Mathematics, Department of Atomic Energy.
R. Subramanian is also a member of the School Sub Committee
of the Board.

Lectures given at Training School

Lectures on Quantum Mechanics were given to Physics Trainee*
during the 34th Course at the Training School:K.V.Bhagvat

Solid State Seminar series

Predicting the properties of materials using self-consistent
electronic structure calculations, Solid State Seminar series
(seven-lecture course) given in BARC, (July-August
1990):G.P.Das
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